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Licence Agreement For Use Of 

Absolute Kinegraphic Notation System. 
By your possession or reading you agree to be bound by the following licence.

1. The reader acknowledges and agrees that;-

    a)  William Shawn Gray is the creator of the ‘Absolute Kinegraphic Notation System’  
(AKNS) and exclusively retains all associated intellectual property rights, including 
copyright and moral rights, subject to paragraph 2 below.

    b) Copyright in ‘Absolute Kinegraphic Notation System’ and all ideographic designs, 
defined terms and semantics developed by the creator, are exclusively vested in William 
Shawn Gray.

    c) Use of the ‘Absolute Kinegraphic Notation System’ contrary to the terms listed here 
may breach the Australian; Copyright Act 1968,  Section 52 & 53 of the Trade Practice Act
1974, as well as the relevant international convention relating to copyright and intellectual 
property as expressed in laws of the signatory governments to the Berne Convention.

2. Permission is given for;-

    a)  non-profit electronic viewing and transmission over the internet. 

    b)  personal / private use of the ‘Absolute Kinegraphic Notation System’ as a hand-
written notation system. 

    c)  academic instruction of the ‘Absolute Kinegraphic Notation System’, providing that 
unaltered copies of the following studio notes is distributed as the text at no cost.

3. Any user of the ‘Absolute Kinegraphic Notation System’ or associated materials agrees 
to attributed the work as the intellectual property of William Shawn Gray, and attach copy 
of this licence agreement when providing the material of William Shawn Gray to other 
parties. 

4. The user agrees not to distort, alter, or rename ideographs, concept and defined terms 
within ‘Absolute Kinegraphic Notation System’.

5.  Apart from the permitted uses set out in this agreement, no part may be used for any 
purpose whatsoever, or reproduced by any process, or distributed in any form or by any 
means, or stored in a database retrieval system without the prior written permission of the 
author or my agent.

6.  For commercial copyright permission please contact, the artist copyright collection 
agency Vi$copy, PO Box 26, Potts Point, NSW, Australia 2011, Phone = (+61) 2 9247 
4443  ,Facsimile = (+61) 2 9247 4578  ,email = viscopy@wr.com.au

Copyright W. Shawn Gray © January 1998, 2002, 2008, 2017                            
shawn@auzgnosis.com

NOTE: The author is sympathetic with the Open Source movement. Thus proposal 
to include AKNS (or parts of) in Open Source strategies of software development & 
dissemination may receive favourably consideration.
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Forward
"Why Bother with Notation?"

As the Absolute Kinegraphic Notation System evolved the "Why Bother with Notation?" 
question never troubled us, as deep within the quest to capture what no tool or language 
answered then (1970s ~ 1980s), the need for some adjunct to; (Western) Common Music 
Notation (CMN) scores, or animators storyboard, or shot / shooting sheets was urgent. Now
in the 21st century with very versatile video performance kit and extremely flexible graphic
animation software suites the AKNS 2.1 update is an appropriate opportune occasion to 
revisit the "Why Bother with Notation?" question again. 

1. Thinking the previously unknowable.
As a practitioner learns any new skill, or tool, or instrument they are often inspired  

by that experience to create. New ideas bubble forth given form by the students newly 
acquired skill.  Just as learning a foreign language enables one to communicate ever more 
fluently in that foreign tongue, so proficiency enhances one's capability to readily 
accomplish the mundane, unleashing ever expanding horizons of sophistication.

The AKNS as a Notation System is just another tool, but unlike any real world instrument, 
or (to a reduced degree) any dazzling graphic software, the AKNS frees a creator's musing 
from present day physical constraints. Providing the creator with (readily user extendible) 
bevies of conceptual mental levers to empower their creativity via a predicative symbology.

2. Recording what can not yet be made.
Artist and engineers often have ideas that exceed some technical limitation of their 

situation or era. Be that an envisaged endeavour is; too costly to fund, or blocked by some 
technological challenge beyond the immediate maturity of industry. So by making use of 
such a notation system the nitty-gritty obstacles of how a dream is to be executed can be 
postponed until technology catches up with the designer's imagination. History attest that 
the very existence of such innovative plans / scores often proves to be the very catalyst 
needed to spur to fruition those self same required technological breakthroughs.

3. Notated scores of temporal art forms, facilitate refection, study and analysis of the 
work outside of those same time constraints that consolidate the works immediate 
ephemeral existence.
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Ch:1  a Slight Shift of Continuity:...Version 2.3   Preamble
My founding aspiration was that all iterations of the ‘Absolute Kinegraphic 

Notation System’ (AKNS) would only be cumulative in nature, each expanding logically 
and seamlessly from former version. Unfortunately the elaborations that propelled version 
2.0 necessitated the abandonment of one of the less crucial nomenclature of AKNS1.0 & 
1.1. along with clarification , re-jigging and refinement of a few other aspects.  Also later 
iteration of the AKNS documentation have been reordered, reflecting a more rigorous, 
efficient while conversely elaborate notation system. The many enhancements in versions 
2.0 ~ 2.3 are detailed Appendix 5.

Synopsis 

This document started life as a collection of studio notes made between 1979 and 1986 that
outline a Notation System for ABSOLUTE KINEGRAPHICS that is any moving object or 
image. The AKNS is based on small ideographs; characters indicating the idea of a thing 
without its name, and other graphical symbols that are used to describe movement, in 1 to n
dimensional space of objects, (also with 2-n dimensions) with or without the added 
contextual information provided by as score system, akin to musical score. 

“The AKNS is to the understanding of movement and space, what 
the invention of the musical score was for the notation of the 
harmony & rhythm of sound.”
The Absolute Kinegraphic Notation System (AKNS) has potential application wherever 
movement is required to be indicated.  Use for the AKNS potentially range from labelling 
controls on a machines (such a lathe, or mining equipment), as a descriptive figure or 
memory aid, (on a mechanical drawing). The AKNS facility for notating complex 
movement, (along with subsets of the same) allows it to be used as a graphical tool for 
analysis, description of movement of one or more moving objects, in areas such as diverse 
as; CAD-CAM,  robotics, virtual reality, and the visual arts.

The AKNS also has potential for application to areas that would not readily spring to 
mind;- such as the synthesis of sound, where trajectories through complex polyphonic 
space must be described, or Chemistry and Nanotechnology  where ever more complex 
shaped molecules must be align before combination is plausible. 

All these possibilities notwithstanding, this document concentrate 
on 2D & 3D objects moving in a 3D space.

Historical Aesthetic Context 

The history of development of new forms of communication or media’s, is usually 
marked by a distinct progression of forms.

Firstly you have the structure/aesthetics of parent forms aped in the new form. Eg. 
Early photographs use of aesthetic of genre painting of immediate past. This aping of parental 
formalism is often as much as a result of technical restraints in the new media, as any lack of 
realisation of mediums innate possibilities, Eg. the rigidness of early (circa 1948) computer 
software which was a function of complexity of coding everything from  scratch at a machine 
code level. The development of 2nd and 3rd generation computer languages opened a 
floodgate of possibilities for computing.
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The second stage occurs once the technological problems are sufficiently mastered 
to allow experimentation into the media innate possibilities, by borrowing’s from forms 
beyond the parental one, Eg. animations incorporation of the illustrations craft into the film
media. NOTE: Cartoons still adhered to film aesthetic, grammar, or ground rules in their 
first manifestations. 

The third and final stage occurs when the medium having a mature structure is 
fragmented under the influence of other disciplines exploiting it desires, outside of the 
media’s original domain. A cross-fertilisation through innovation in usage tends to spawn 
new sub-cultures or alternative mediums. For example the interaction of the computer 
sciences, with psychology and psychiatry to give birth to fertile fields of robotics and 
Artificial Intelligence. 

So what has all this got to do with AKNS? By the First World War the mainstream 
of film culture had reached the second stage, and the Avant Grade was pushing hard into 
the third stage, Eg.  Fernard Léger ‘Ballet Méchanique’ 1942; Vicking Eggling ‘Diagonal 
Symphony’ 1921-25.

Art and Music were placing great demands on the (abstract) film medium at this 
time, which did not have the technological stamina to see these dreams beyond 10 minutes,
due to the slow consuming, labour intensive nature of the craft, thus the examples are few 
and far between.

Len Lye ‘Rainbow dancer’ (1936); Oskar Fischinger ‘Allegretto’ (1936) ‘Radio 
Dynamics’ (1941); Walter Ruttmann ‘Opus I-IV’ (1921-27)

Nearly 30 years where to pass before technology started to catch the dreams. 
Complex electro-mechanical, then analogue and digital computers finally provide the 
technological muscle for the Whitneys. 

John & James ‘Five Film Exercise’ 1943-44

James ‘Lapis’ 1963-66; John ‘Catalogue’ 1961, ‘Permutations’ 1967

This new-media of computer-graphic movies growing out its film and video 
heritage, is now passing into the 2nd (&3rd) Stages of its development defining its own 
unique aesthetic and vocabulary.

The AKNS (Absolute Kinegraphic Notation System) provides such a vocabulary, 
defining a conceptual framework, a grammar, a language close to creative thought process 
pursing the dream of a fusion between (absolute) graphical and musical forms. It is the tool
to carve out this new aesthetic.

History of AKNS

The AKNS as a three dimensional notations (systems), originally evolved in 1983 primarily
for purely aesthetic endeavours (Absolute Video = Analogue Video Noise restructured for 
Pure Art Films). The prohibitively high cost of analogue studio facilities, militated against 
any possibility for developing concepts from the AKNS onto film at that time.  Over the 
intervening years as computing technologies have matured, I have continued to casually 
monitor developments in computing technology with regards to the demands of AKNS.

Major technical advances prior to 1998 lead to the original publication on the World Wide 
Web;- 

                                          pto: continued over……….
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1. The internet and in particular the World Wide Web, now allows the AKNS to be 
electronically distributed across the world specifically to those that would be most 
interested. 

2. The rise of the Java {trademark of Sun Soft} open object-oriented programming 
language. With Java for the first time since the development of the AKNS you now have
the critical mass of popular expertise with a language democratic and flexible enough to 
realise my hopes for the AKNS. 

3. VRML (Virtual Reality Modelling Language) as a popularly accepted non-proprietary 
standard for 3D forms and movements. Historically a large part of any development cost
for the AKNS would have been the custom construction of a description intermediary 
such as VRML, which any developer now would be wise to use as-is, instead of 
reinventing it all over again. 

4. The last major technical obstacle to the popularisation of the AKNS was a domestic 
delivery and publishing technology. With MPEG digital video compression standard 
and recently released domestic CDROM / DVD burners, cottage industry creation of 
pure video works is no longer an implausible dream. 

Since 1998 a couple more technical innovations beneficial to possible implementation of 
the AKNS are;- 

5. Java3D (the 3D extension of Java).

6. The acceptance and expansion of the XML technology, along with the dedicated Data 
Dictionaries for such disciplines as music and mathematics.

7. The streamlining of VRML while reworking it into XML paradigm as X3D.

Pitfall of a Knowledge Engineer

In my work as a Knowledge Engineer, I constantly emphasized the inherent pit-falls of an 
expert in a given domain of study attempting to codify the knowledge of that self same 
domain.  The development of expertise in any area, is a process of absorption of detail 
about that area of knowledge.  After a time certain details of field become second nature,  
passing into heuristic’s and assumption that workers in a discipline sub-consciously draw 
upon as the common culture of the given discipline.

Because underlying assumption or process of an expert’s field have sunk below everyday 
attention to the murky conceptual depths of common sense within the disciplines working-
culture, experts typical skim-over or omit altogether, critical foundation detail when 
attempting to codify the knowledge of their own discipline.

Foolishly in my enthusiasm to get the AKNS up on the World Wide Web, I made this very 
same fatal error.  The original posting of the AKNS on the web were “..  a collection of 
studio notes made between 1979 and 1986, that outline a Notation System for ABSOLUTE
KINEGRAPHICS”.  The ‘studio notes’ where written from within the historical artistic 
tradition of ‘conceptual art’ assuming a tertiary level education in sculpture.  Needless to 
say many readers not for-armed within this particular academic framework found the 
AKNS obtuse and arcane.  Thus my humblest apology.

If all that was not bad enough I compounded these errors in the writing of AKNS2.0 more 
as a crib sheet reference for the capable exponent, rather than as a detailed explanation of 
the AKNS required to gain public acceptance of such a novel system by the first time 
reader!  Again my humblest apology.
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Mandatory Reading for Assumed Knowledge

Geometry & Algebra.

The AKNS quest to articulate ideas involving time & space, necessitated the AKNS 
drawing heavily from the honoured historical solution of Geometry & Algebra.  Thus an 
introductory level education in both Geometry & Algebra is assumed. 

Visual / Graphic Design & Fine Art Theory.

The typical concerns of a training in graphic design;- 

Elements Of Design (things you work with):
Line, Direction, Shape, Size/Volume{aka † Nay-void},, Texture, Value/Tone{†}, 
Colour 

Principles Of Design (the way you work them):
 Rhythm/Repetition!! Alternation, Relationship/Gradation !!Radiation, Harmony {aka 
† Gharmony}, Contrast/Opposition, Conflict, Dominance, Unity, Balance. 

Tonal Key Theory { aka † Value Regime } [see below.] 

Colour Theory 
The most thorough text that I am aware of about this is, “The Art of Colour and Design” 
by Maitland Graves, 1951, published McGraw-Hill Book Co. 

A some what out-dated essay of mine “Aesthetics of Computer Graphics” on the internet 
at http://www.auzgnosis.com/art/essay.htm also briefly explains a little more about these 
Graphic Design Theory concerns.    

Rudiments Music.

The AKNS is conceived for use across a number of different disciplines.  But if to be used 
in relation to visual-music, Lumina, or abstract film then familiarity with the Rudiments of
Music is assumed. 

Additionally a passing awareness of the history of this tran-discipline art-form is strongly 
recommend. A good place to start would be “iota, The Center for Abstraction in Media 
Art. Abstract Animation in Film, Video and Computer Graphics, Visual Music." on the 
web at  http://www.iotacenter.org/  [Some highlights of the field are cited in the   
“Historical Aesthetic Context”  (was “Original  Preface” of earlier versions) of the AKNS 
above].

New Reading 

† Vizsic Semantic Fusion.

Concurrently to updating the AKNS in 2002, I began searching for possible semantic 
clarity for the Visual Music (Vizsic) domain, rather than the current incestuous mish-mash 
of ambiguous metaphors caused by centuries of inter-borrowing of terminology by 
musicians & visual artists from each others' art-form.  See table along with full explanation
at http://www.auzgnosis.com/pgs/perodic3.htm on the web.
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Design Strategy behind AKNS

Very early in the development of the AKNS it became apparent that the challenge of 
notating 3D graphic movement could without some firm under-pinning strategy be a 
suffocation of sterile mathematical equations or an impregnable idiosyncratic ambiguous 
scribbled hodgepodge of vectors and trajectories. 

The aspiration was for a visually evocative, logically extendible, flexible yet standardized 
notation system. Slowly during experimentation four guiding principles emerged;- 

1. Eschewal of Ambiguity.  

Exclusion of any potentially ambiguous characters, symbols, concepts or words. Thus 
certain letters are excluded from symbolic use or significance within the AKNS; the letter 
“o” is not used as it may be confused with a zero.  Likewise the upper-case letter “I” is not 
included as it may be confused with a lower-case “L”, as well as the Roman-numeral one, 
or a modern western numeral one.  Those known exclusion of so-far discovered possible 
ambiguous symbols, are listed in [Appendix 1:  Standardized Usage of Letters / 
Characters gives details of characters Unicode and sources]. 

2. Only invent or define new symbology as a last resort when no pre-existing 
symbol could be re-purposed to express the desired intention.

This stricture against ever more new symbols to traverse every new conceptual challenge 
encountered during the analysis for the AKNS, provide a couple of unintended highly 
desirable side-effects;-

1. Compactness of symbolic expression.

2. With the UNICODE (computing standard for encoding most of the worlds writing 
systems into a single common code-base) massive swags of work in any 
computerising the AKNS have vanished, while also augmenting possible processor 
efficiency gains from the compactness of the AKNS’s symbolic expression.  
[Appendix 1:  Standardized Usage of Letters / Characters gives details of 
characters Unicode and sources].

3. Lastly by utilizing a wide collection pre-existing symbols, the explosion of culturally 
restricted ambiguous acronyms typical of many computer application, sometimes at 
the user interface level, but epidemic at design internals level has been avoided.  

BTW:  Chinese has some two hundred and twenty six ‘radicals’.  These 
radicals are typically words by themselves but most importantly they make up
the root form that is repeated in a group of characters about related, associated

or similar things. Thus in the case of Unicode 6728    Tree / Wood / Stiff 

radical other words are; root (Unicode 672C  ) , rotten, a staff, pine-tree, 

plank, forest, fruit (Unicode  679C  ), plum, pear.

Like all other ideographic scripts, they have a high information density. One 
character like radical 226 "Dragon" (Unicode  9F8D) 
conveys in 2 bytes, what takes 12 bytes to say               
with a traditional Western / Latin letters. 
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3. Use of different cultural representation of the common concepts instead of 
numerous qualifiers. 

To enhance the symbolic compactness of the AKNS while at the same time reducing 
potential ambiguity within the system. Where there existed a need for multiple contextual 
constructs of meaning around a common conceptual family,  different cultural 
representation (signs) of the common meaning where chosen, rather than burdening the 
AKNS with collections of qualifiers for particular symbols. Thus the use of three different 
cultural representations of  numerals within the AKNS;  Modern western "Latin" type to 
indicate quantity or Cartesian coordinates, Ancient Roman Numerals for Meanders & 
Orientation organizations of the screen space, and lastly Chinese & Japanese numerals for 
faces of three dimensional forms.

4. Readily Extendible Codification & User Encapsulation. 

So the AKNS flexibility would not be strangled by the author’s limited foresight in 
anticipating all possible future requirements or applications, it was critical that the AKNS 
allow user community extension by some simple orderly mechanism.  However given that, 
it was also necessary to guard against the possibility of malicious or naive extension that 
may dilute or destroy the internal design integrity and associated functionality of the 
AKNS. 

By way of the AKNS 'Define Construct'  [for details see later section  "Foundation 
Concepts of the AKNS" ] any user may assign (AKNS Compliant Permissible)  Characters,
singularly or in strings (arrays) to be personal tags or nicknames standing for some 
sequence or other artifact within their use of the AKNS and any subsequent scores.   

AKNS Compliant Permissible Characters are any characters, symbols, ideographs 
etcetera that satisfy all of the following restriction;-

1. Are valid Unicode Characters   (characters compliant with the international   
Unicode Standard, from the Unicode Consortium,    http://www.unicode.org) 

2. Are not Control Characters, defined in the Unicode Standard as "Control Codes".

3. Are not Private Use code points within the Unicode Standard.

4. Are not Reserved Characters within the AKNS [See Appendix 1:  Standardized 
Usage of Letters / Characters.]

5. Are not flagged "Exclude" or "Never Use" within the AKNS [See Appendix 1:]

6. Unambiguous enough that they do not risk later "Exclusion of potentially 
ambiguous symbols".

7. Lastly, but very importantly there use is UNIQUE within the piece, works, or 
community within intended usage scope of that definition. 

In the case of an array / string "Reserved Words" must also be excluded.[See Appendix 1]

Downside from AKNS Design Strategy 

Sadly many readers have initially been a little put-off by the many foreign scripts and 
culturally unfamiliar characters marshalled within the AKNS.  Chinese & Japanese 
characters in particularly seem to unnerve the occidental reader.
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Ghostly Legacy and the "Wilfred"

As eluded to in 'Pitfall of a Knowledge Engineer' [section above] the acquisition of 
expertise has to do with the squirreling of specialized foundation knowledge beyond the 
expert's daily awareness.  Likewise in the broader everyday context, the infant child as if 
via osmosis becomes imbued with the dominant culture of their upbringing. Some 28 years 
after the first AKNS it is somewhat embarrassing only now to find that a powerful cultural 
artifact has lingered silently in the heart of this notation system insidiously distorting and 
biasing the whole AKNS integrity like the black-hole at the centre of our galaxy.

The aesthetics of the AKNS was historically grounded on the presumption that any  
audience would primarily be cinema / theatre patrons. Sitting in front of the physical 
rectilinear aperture of a live stage performance, or the 20th century proxy (of the stage) the 
rectangular cinema screen upon which the action is projected. 

During the AKNS's original formulation [See Appendix 0] the critical language of 
modernist painting aesthetics was mined for the linguistic needs of pure / absolute video. 
These in turn where manipulated as the 'AKNS Mnemonics' [See following chapter].  Here 
once again the 'static rectilinear surface / screen' is a critical if treacherous corner-stone of 
the notation system. For those filmmakers that target their use of the AKNS at traditional 
cinema all this has no adverse consequences.  But now the bias of the 'rectilinear surface' 
has been exposed, fixes have been incorporated for the AKNS user that wishes to deploy 
their work or activity beyond the 4th wall fully in the audience's personal space via Virtual 
Reality (VR), Augmented Reality (AR), or some experimental actor & audience 
engagement conventions (theatre in the round, happenings & installations), or alternatively 
immerse the audience as ghost within the very sphere of action.   

But before fleeing the scene of my embarrassment a serendipitous gem was found.  In 
"The Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism" Volume VII, No.2, December 1948 
(pages 79 ~93) Thomas Wilfred the pioneering American father of Lumina has a paper 
"Composing In The Art Of Lumina". Thomas Wilfred there constructs an explicit 
screen based aesthetics. Mangling his metaphors Thomas proffers the rectilinear screen to 
be a window (of fixed aspect and size relative to the observer) then all the imaginary space 
visible through the window he labels as being the "First Field".  Backstage along with 
anywhere-else that can not be immediately seen is labelled "Second Field".  Thomas then 
instructs the novice lumina composer;-

"You begin by charting imaginary space .... Next you will need a unit of distance 
measurement but this cannot be an absolute one, in feet or meters; it must always
bear a definite relationship to the size of the window.  A composition must be 
playable on any size screen without transcription.

The unit of measurement is called a Space.  It always represents one-tenth 
of the window's width, therefore one-eighth of its height. A space is subdivided into
one hundred parts, fractional distances indicated by decimals"

While the name "Space" is clumsy and problematic an elastic imaginary unit of 
measurement is a great idea, so I retained the concept renaming it a "Wilfred" after the 
inventor Thomas Wilfred. So for now in the 21st century where all screens are nolonger of 
a fixed 10 X 8 ratio let us define a Wilfred as being a unit such that shortess axis of a 
nominal (ideal desired for performance) screen is divided into a whole single digit number 
greater than two.  That is to say the shortess axis of the composers ideal performance  
screen will be conceived as measuring 3,4,5,6,7,8 or 9 Wilfreds, the remaining axis 
measuring whatever amount there is of Wilfreds small length as those used to measure the 
shortest axis.   
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Ch:2    Introducing the AKNS 
AKNS’s Syntactical Formality.

The AKNS can be written and interpreted as a method of jotting down themes or phrases, 
intelligent to the user so as to aid the creative exploration of ideas for works of any size.

Any notation system should ideally be economical in form and powerful in expression, 
with potential for further expansion, Eg. Musical notation succeeded very well on the first 
two counts till the early 20th century where it’s ridged European heritage exposed it to 
weakness on the third point.

The AKNS has a set of basic principles, augmented by user-defined possibilities, along 
with portals into other expressive vocabularies and notational traditions. Rather than a rigid
economy of form the AKNS employs, prescribed conventions of graphical devices which 
point to the root form and concepts, of any particular device. 

Eg. 

all derive root form and concept of ideographical plane
   .

A set of mnemonics where developed prior to the AKNS (detailed in historical notes as an 
appendix to the original studio notes) that may optionally be used with the AKNS, and are 
incorporated in various ways into possible score frameworks.  [See below Apocrypha: 
Scaffolding Options for Scoring.] They also by way of introduction give a good idea of the 
scope of the AKNS.

Schematic & Scripting Conventions of  the AKNS

Traditionally notations systems have rigid temporal schematic layout customs:-
“Labanotation” for dancers is written on three line columns read bottom to top.
“Benesh Movement Notation” for dancers is written left to right on a five lines stave.
 Mary Hallock-Greenewalt’s “Notation For Indicating Lighting Effects.” (US Patent 1,385,944 July 

26, 1921) was written left to right on a row of dots, one per beat of the light score. 

Traditionally Western music score are written on one or more, five line staves read left to 
right. This allowed both Benesh Movement Notation and Hallock-Greenewalt’s ‘Lighting 
Effects Notation’ to be interlaced with the synchronised sound events.  Likewise the AKNS
could also be deployed with-in a performance score.

The 20th century saw major innovation of the musical score’s graphic presentation like 
Geogre Crumbs’s “Songs Drones and Refrains of Death” or the compositions of Karlheinz 
Stockhausen and those notated by James Ingram. Again the AKNS may be deployed in a 
similar fashion. [See below Apocrypha: Scaffolding Options for Scoring.]

Moving from the musical tradition to those of film. Animation is typically conceived and 
planned by way of a story-board. While the story board then key-frame process is 
adequately practical to accommodate the demands of figure or cartoon character animation,
the limitations become apparent when the technique is called upon to address purely 
abstract or non-figurative projects. Such a non-figurative situation was the very impetus for
the AKNS.

When employed in a storyboard the most effective use of the AKNS is to detail complex 
movement of object between key-frames. 
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Conceptual & Contextual Concerns of AKNS

SuR= Passive Surface,  zero / nil signal black ground, or snow of video white noise.
                           The Surface is the Complement of the Sum of all 

    Isolated Address-able Motives.

Once the SuR is addressed, given a colour or tone, that describes a new state for it to be 
in, it is transformed into also being a subset or type of the IaM.

BTW: For performance scenarios other than the traditional  "rectilinear screen" as a 
point of clarity it should be noted that the SuR will more than likely be the very Human-
Machine Interface display surface, such as the individual internal eye screens in VR 
goggles,  etc.

AKNS Mnemonics 

IaM = Isolated Address-able Motive/Motif
AtR = Actor(s) Will most commonly be of type MoT, but may also
                 be FeD particularly where the FeD is a perforated screen.
                                                                        [originally FiG = Figure]
EvN = Environ(s) The passive suronds where the action is played out by 
            the actors. [formerly ThR = Theatre¥, originally GrD = Ground]
AmN = Amalgamation Mode.

ChP = Choreographic Phrase
TrT = Trajectory
TgP = Time grid of Phrase (Time Signature)
VeL = Velocity. 

CoL = Colour originally a set of 3 letters designating different Colour models, 
Eg. the preferred HVC (Hue, Value, Chroma), else RGB, HSL, YIG ect.

RhF = Rhythmic Flow ie. the Montage
OfC = Overall frame Count
PaM = Phrase address Montage Development
ie. the software count on the development process from score to video / film.

The IaM (Isolated Address-able Motif)

The Isolated Address-able Motive/Motif (IaM) are those things that the designer is 
concerned to address and control. Be they energetic / prominent Actors (AtR); a Motive 
(MoT), a linear or complex shaped element (the Figure of Graphic Arts Theory) [See ‘IP 
Ideographic Plain’ & ‘Define Construct’ as below.], or they maybe passive Actors; Field 
(FeD) a coloured or patterned flat surface element (the Ground of Graphic Arts Theory).  
But be aware the IaM may also include the passive Environs (EvN) where the action all 
happens, the background the actors play through. [See ‘Conceptual & Contextual Concerns
of AKNS’ above]

MoTs and FeDs can be understood as both Types or Subsets of IaMs. Subsets in that rather 
than just a singular instance, there maybe numerous MoTs &/or FeDs composited as the 
AtR or EvN of a particular IaM.

¥ As a result of the "rectilinear screen / surface" bias [detailed in "Ghostly Legacy and the Wilfred" above] 
but contrary to the 'Eschewal of Ambiguity' guideline of the 'Design Strategy behind the AKNS' [also above], 
prior to version2.1 of AKNS there was no decrement nor much distinction delineated between Theatre as a 
component of the IaM Mnemonics hierarchy versus the labelling of the interior surfaces of the Marquee as 
Theatres also.   
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MoT = Motive a linear or complex shaped element 
(analogous to "Figure" in a graphic critique,that which is read as subject)

FeD = Field a coloured or patterned surface, screen or planar element 
(analogous to "Ground" in a graphic critique,that which is seen as suporting fill)

Motive number 6 would be written MoT6,   Field 8 would be written FeD8, such that the 
nth Motive or Field is given by MoTn, or FeDn where ‘n’ is a whole integer.

Motives ad nauseam.
As the motive is often dynamic in any work, then only definitions that make reference to 
the time-code will be practical for dynamic motives.  Given the concept of time-code 
subscripts of a motive, a Motive can now be a sequential grouping of similar harmonious 
elements. A long text string maybe a given motive that is displayed sequential where only a
portion is to be seen on the screen at any given time. But in such cases to consider each 
letter as a different Motive would very quickly loose any reader of the score in a mass of 
numbers eg. at six letters a word, the hundredth word would start with MoT600, then the 
following letter being MoT601.  The AKNS circumvents this predicament with a few 
complimentary constructs “Multi-Threaded & Polygraphic Communities” along with “2D 
Motives in 3D Active Space”

Amalgamation Mode (AmN) Signature

Top Line        ACTIVE ELEMENTS      (see AtR above)

Bottom Line        PASSIVE ELEMENTS    (the sum-total of the passive elements = EvN) 

Eg. x   MoT ,   x   FeD
x MoT , x FeD

Where ‘x’ is a whole number greater than one (when only one FeD or MoT no 
number required, if there are zero FeDs or MoTs elements omit type from the AmN 
signature ) a full listing of actual elements should then be itemised under the headings 
OTHER CONSTANTS, & OTHER VARIABLES.

Visual Analogy of CMN Voicing.

In cases where more than one performer is involved, during the composition or 
transcription within any audio-musical tradition different lines / threads / voices  are 
conceived, then allocated to individual members or distinct section / groupings (rhythm 
section,  woodwinds, etc.)  of the band, ensemble or orchestra. Within the Common Music 
Notation (CMN) scores each of these lines typically are assigned their own stave within the
total score of the work.  Likewise with the structuring of a work of audio-visual music 
there arises the need for some separation (if only as a conceptual aid of clarity, rather than 
for separate performances / realization) of different threads / voices within the work. 

Such needs where pivotal in the design of AKNS.  [As documented above] Motives & 
Fields (MoTs, FeDs) provide the conceptual foundation for this aspect of the AKNS.   
Dependant on the AKNS paradigm one utilizes, [See above "Schematic & Scripting 
Conventions of  the AKNS"]  any IaM, AtR, MoT, FeD....(benefiting from detailed 
notation)  can be documented by a line / stream of AKNS notation, analogous to separate 
staves in a (CMN) full orchestral score designated for example as "1st. Strings", or "Horn",
whatever .
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Foundation Concepts of the AKNS 
Overview of Simple Ideographs Used.

IP = IDEOGRAPHIC PLANE   

{}DEFINES   [ ]OPERAND            HEXES

       
PHRASES    f   FUNCTIONS

 
 
REITERATIONS      

 
“ ...     DITTOS

Ideographic Plane (IP)

A quadrilateral ideograph with axis’s thence sides of uneven lengths, so as to draw 
attention to the visual relationships thus emphasise its orientation of the Ideographic Plane.

From experimentation the best solution was found to be a quadrilateral with two right 
angles on the right hand side of the ideograph, a short top edge, and with a base markedly 
longer somewhere between 1:1.617 (ie. the golden mean) & 1:1.25992 (ie.   ) as in 
figure 1.

(Figure 1) 
Ideographic Plane (IP) normal view.

Turning the IP upside down in 2D by 180º rotation gives 

To get   the initial IP must be flipped over the vertical axis in 3D side to side.

To get  the initial IP must be turned upside down over a horizontal edge in 3D ie. 
top to bottom.

Notating with the IP the user changes the IP’s orientation from one instance to the next
to reflect any changes the transform indicated by the previous IP will engender the 
following resultant instance. As the IP thus imbues a continual sequential record of current 
orientation within the notation it also enables ready discernment as to what transform are 
need to return the IP any desired orientation.  (This is in stark contrast with historical 
systems where non-predictive notation, affected cumulative changes to objects, that forced 
a recount of all transform in sequence from the being to determine the current situation of 
the object!)  

As mentioned above [AKNS’s Syntactical Formality]  “the AKNS employs, prescribed 
conventions of graphical devices which point to the root form and concepts, of any 
particular device.”   The Ideographic Plain (IP) is the ‘Foundation Concept’ for the various
IP derivates within the AKNS. 

Like-wise in usage these derivatives follow the same conventions as the IP, thus imbuing 
similar predictive power to each derivative in terms of its’ particular functionality.
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Define Construct (Phrases etc.) 
Akin to computer programming concepts of Functions, Sub-routines, Modules, or Object-
Methods the AKNS second ‘Foundation Concept’ is a Define Construct. All derivatives of 
the IP being pre-defined AKNS wide standarized set of extension to the IP’s functionality.  
Likewise user of the AKNS can further extend and compress their personal symbological 
use in the AKNS, by way of the Define Construct that can nest, embed, sequences or other 
conceptual functionality.

{ } Curly Brackets are used to delineate the beginning and end of any definition. ( In line 
with Unicode recommendations previous AKNS versions use of < > Pointed Brackets has been 
discontinued).  Depending on the conventions of the applications which the AKNS is being 
employed for the thing that is being defined will appear immediately before, above or 
below the curly brackets delineated content.

[ ]  Square Brackets may then optionally be used to delineate the beginning and end of any 
operands related to the preceding definition, such as assignments, labels, or variables, 
etcetera.  

Eg.
 { }[ ]

Hexes

Where Hexed CMN staves are not being employed [See below 'Apocrypha: Scaffolding 
Options for Scoring']. Then a Hexagon [Unicode 2394] followed by a list of (one or more) 
applicable AKNS Mnemonics (for the occasion) could form the beginning of any Define 
sequence.  Eg.

{ ChP ...}[Pn] where phrase is only related to the 

Choreography.

VeL AmN Notes & Rest in Velocity Mode of Amalgamation.
Musical notes & rests are used so as to have a similar function as they would normally have
in music notating periods of rest and activity. The default however is slightly faster at 150 
crotchets (ie. 5 quavers a second) than the standard 4/4 march of 120 crotchets per minute.

The important aspect is qualitative invoking an attack and decay quality to the note 
on an instrument it produces a burst of sound which builds up suddenly and then fades off; 
ie. the volume and depth of the sound is not constant over time. 

Thus when we use VeL (ie. a quaver in Velocity) instead of the 5 the equivalent 

number of frames it indicates a life-cycle of changing velocity speeding up and slowing 
down. When used in AmN (Mode of Amalgamation) it indicates fades in & out.

Thus and  have to totally different effects on the feel of a 

piece.   being the similar to the numerator 25.

A slur ‘ ’ also has the same effect as in music. However to cross a bar-line with 
no following note means to hold at full level till another instruction is given.
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Choreography ChP

  Velocity VeL

Velocity is expressed as a fraction with the DENOMINATOR giving a figure of video 
frames over which the movement takes place. The NUMERATOR indicating the change as
a spatial variable.

eg. 320o/15 for a rotate of 320o over 15 frames.

eg. y10-15/5 slide in the ‘y’ direction of 5 Cartesian units over 5 frames.

eg.  0-20/20 a tilt of 20o from 0o over 20 frames.

Where no DENOMINATOR is given the default is 1 second ie. 25 frames. (NB. 1 
frame is made up of 2 interlaced fields)

Where no NUMERATOR is given the default is completing the started action ie. 
rotate or slide off the screen (the later often being expressed as D for Distance).

 f  Function

When some calculation is a mathematical function.  This is signified in customary manner 

as  fn where n is the argument or name of the function.  Or if a string is required then 

enclosing brackets   f(n1, n2, …).

Transcription Conventions for Identifiers.

Throughout the AKNS may different identifiers (Symbols, Characters, Phrase numbers & 
names) are attached to the many derivatives of the IP.  If space is not a constraint in the use
of the notation the ideal approach is to enclose the identifier within the IP derivative.  
Unfortunately as the elements within a work (or the work itself) becomes more complex 
the amount of information to be notated within the graphic borders of the IP derivative will
exceed the availability of graphical real-estate either from a human interpretation 
perspective or as a topographical concern.  As an alternative earlier version of the AKNS 
suggested “with care identifiers maybe transcribed in close proximity to the IP derivative 
the identifier is associated with.  Care was required in this approach so as to avoid 
unintended implication of multiplication or other mathematical operations.  [See ‘Tiling’ 
below].  Adhering to a left to right, top to bottom interpretation convention the IP 
associated identifier content  (or part there of) when placed outside of the IP’s borders 
should be written before the IP being referred to , like an adjective before a noun.   So to 
visually tie this identifier content with the following IP rather than being mistaken as a 
qualifiers of a preceding graphic double forward slashes should be inserted to delineate the 
commencement of the disembodied identifier content with the IP itself marking the close of
this disembodied content.

Eg.
   //  36

‘” ..    ’  Dittos

Dittos may be used anywhere on the score. However as the score is not one dimensional, 
thus two different directions of ditto marks have to be employed to distinguish between 
repeating the information preceding in time (to the left along the sheet) on the same line, as
opposed to that vertically above in a score at the same point in time. Originally the AKNS 
used two dots ‘..’ for a horizontal repeats,  however (especially when being associated with 
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a (CMS) Common (western) Musical Score ) the Musical Score Repeat  '     '   (Unicode 
U1D10E) would be more readily understood by the reader.   To repeat things above in the 
score (other axis of the sheet) the common ditto marks ‘”’, are used for vertical repeats of 
material occurring at same moment in time.

Defining & Using Phrases
Within the AKNS, the Defining and Using Phrases is the chief example of the AKNS 
Define Construct's power.

{ } Curly Brackets, delineate the beginning and end of phrases that are wished to be 
repeated. 

Principally used in the RhF (Rhythmic Flow/Montage) Elements area of any score. The 
Phrase is then all the IaM, ChP, & RhF (Isolated Addressed Motives, Choreographic 
Phrase, Rhythmic Flow) information directly above in the score. The phrase can then be 
given a number and simply referred to as Pn. (Where ‘n’ is the index number of the 
phrase).

Such phrases would be delineated by curly brackets in the score followed by square 
brackets containing an equal-sign and whatever will be the future indicator of that phrase. 

Eg.
 {Some Sequence for performing the first instance of the phrase }

[Pn]
Instead of the ‘Pn’ formality alternatively valid unique Compliant Permissible Characters 
[ For full list of requirements see "AKNS Compliant Permissible Characters" above] as a 
lone member or in some legal string (array) [ Not a Reserved Word, see Appendix 1:  
Standardized Usage  of Letters / Characters  at the end of this documentation] maybe 
assigned as a tag standing for the defined delineated phrase. 

The standard ideographic plain can now be labelled with the defined phrase ‘Pn’ (or 
whatever other chosen unique designator) and used in the body of the score, as a Phrase 
Frame ( PF). 

Phrase Frames.  

Musicologist Aside:     The AKNS Phrase construct may also be helpful to the 
planning and analysis of a work of audio-music. A phrase of music once designated by a 
PF could be understood;-

  
 melody in normal form,

         
 the retrograde of the melody, 

  
an inversion of the melody,

     then lastly the retrograde- inversion 

Rather than defining all the ChP (Choreographic Phrase) and IaM (Isolated Address-able 
Motives) for a time slice through the whole work.  Phrases maybe limited to a particular 
ChP or IaM or any combination of them. 

When used in the TrT (Figure Displacement Trajectories) area of the score the PF ONLY 
determines the direction of movement NOT THE ORIENTATION OF THE FIGURE.
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eg  being the normal image & movement

 means the movement is upside-down but not the image (when used in TrT 
region).

If used in the TrT the PF must also be used at least once at the beginning of a repeat of a 
phrase in the IaM area of the score to give the commencing orientation of the graphics 
NOT THE MOVEMENT

eg.  being normal image. (movement as given in TrT).

 Graphic upside down (movement as given in TrT).

 in the TrT (without any clarification in the IaM) would means that a mirror image 
of the phrase is to run in reverse.

Alternatively to reverse the sequence only (but not the orientation) use Cyrillic letter   

”YA” .  Accompanied only by the phrase indicator n, or qualifying a Phrase Frame

  or in a Phrase Frame .  Then if orientation is also to be altered you can

show this thus;- 
  in the IaM.

 Reiterations, 
(The Frequency of previously AKNS version. Named changed to Reiterations to clear up 
conceptual ambiguity with issue like Wavelength, Cycles, Oscillation, Frequency of sound 
or light. )

When some action is intended to immediately repeat more than the once of the initial 
notated instance, (like a motive spinning) then the repetitions of occurrences in the 

specified period the Coptic letter Gangia (Capital = Unicode 03EA) is used. The Gangia is 

easy to remember as it is similar to a multiplication symbol with the addition of a baseline. 
Reiteration are notated as n where n is the number of times the thing is immediately 
repeated (not to be confused with restating or repeating something at some later point 

separated someway in time).  Thus 
 3 is a flip that is executed consecutively three

times within the allotted time period.

WARNING:  Careful attention needs to be payed to the "within the allotted 
time period".  Too many reiterations such that more frames are required for 
smooth animations than are available in the allotted time will result in 
strobing or other undesirable visual miss-adventures.  Besides that 
reiterations of some action completely occurring "within the allotted time 
period" is the distinction between Reiterations versus horizontal Dittos [as 
above]  Dittos duplicate the allotment of time to suffice the repeats 
requirements. 

...pto:  continued over...............
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Recap & Elaboration 

As explained earlier in the section “Schematic & Scripting Conventions of the AKNS” 
there are a multitude of various competing approaches detailed in the “Apocrypha” [at the 
end before the Appendixes] for using the AKNS in the context of a score. Irrespective of 
which scoring strategy is eventually applied, it can for the moment be stated that they all 
broadly harmonious with the operations of CMN (Common Western Music Notation) so as 
to allow synchronisation of sound and image schematically within some form of score. 

In the recording of any IP derivatives we now have a common formulation.

//disembodied identifier content    [  
operands for IP]

With preceding double slashes to delimit any disembodied identifier content.  Then the IP 
itself (that may contain; none, the only or some additional identifier content), optionally 
followed by square brackets any operands for said IP derivative.
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Ch:3      Figure Displacement Trajectories of Motives.
The movement of the IP in 2 dimensions can be indicated by various qualifications of the 
IP as explained below, in the TrT part of the score sheet, the speed or acceleration being 
given in a possible VeL part of the Score.

Default 2D Spatial Understanding

The Absolute Kinegraphic Notation System is understood as operating in a default 
condition of 2D Cartesian space with the origin at the bottom left hand corner (1st Quadrant
Convention) with movement along the x & y axis’s expressed as numerals typically 
representing a percentage of the visible axis under consideration.

The space can be described and understood, with scaling axis, placement of the origin etc. 
to follow any 2D Cartesian mathematical model.

2D. Polar coordinates could be used, but are not recommended because of the 
compositional problems and aesthetic bias towards a central focusing of activities and the 
screen space their use would handicap the unaware user with.

Angles in the AKNS

Any angle (not graphically explicitly notated otherwise) is to be interupted as an anti-
clockwise rotation as per the nominal observers viewpoint.  Adhering to  1st Quadrant 
Conventions as a default state (no other contrary state explicitly being asserted). 

A clockwise rotation is customarily accomplished by treating it as a negative anti-
clockwise rotation. However to be consistent with the AKNS quest for graphic uniqueness 
the normal stroke for a minus sign is not a suitable option given all the other similar lines 
already within the system.  So instead for the AKNS to signify a Negative the CYRILLIC 
Capital  ( letter “I” Unicode 0418) has been chosen.  Looking like a backwards N it should 
be easily recalled as being the negative signifier.  Thus when used in the context of angles 
the of the 'negative anti-clockwise' also simply states that the angle is clockwise.  

Further Overview of 2D Ideographs Used.
2D Motives in 2D Space

       SLIDE . STOP |  BAR         ROTATES

   TILTS         FLIPS  

VELOCITIES : Notes Rests 

2D Motives in Singular Static 3D Space

PITCH    YAW    ROLL       DELTAS    WORKING ANGLES in 3D

BARRELS     Parallel          Circular 

ANGLED COMMANDS n over displaced axis  for

 FOLDS

ZOOMS      3D TILTS
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SQUEEZE & STRETCH 

  
CHARACTERS:

 for STOCK HERITAGE DEFINED PHRASES

Benchmark   (Horse),    (Fish),   (Bird)

Rotate & Tilts in 2D space.
Are two complimentary part of the same concept Tilts being the requirement for a small 
partial rotation or the result of rotations other than the full 360° (or whole multiples of 
360° ) 

ROTATE SIGNIFIER:       Indicated by a bar with a hook marked across the IP Eg.

The cross end marks the axis of rotation perpendicular to the pain at the intersection
of the cross stroke. The hook end indicates the direction of rotation, by where it is pointing,
clockwise or anticlockwise as in example. (The NUMERATOR for the velocity may also
be a whole number indicating a number of whole rotates. Strobing limits the usefulness of 
this.)

2D TILTS SIGNIFIER:       A tangential line touching the IP along the baseline and noted 
with the Greek letter ‘’ THETA indicates an angle of tilt at the center from a line parallel 
to the baseline. 

90°  
     while   

60°    60°  

Note: It is not essential (while desirable) that the tilt visually displays the angle accurately, 
as the critical information is the angle as specified by writing for the given case

390° indicates a full rotation then some resulting in a   30°  

Not mandating an accurate graphic rendition of angles also enables a more formulaic 

expression of a tilt ;-
    

 
30°   Remembering that all ‘’ Theta-angles 

within the AKNS are read as anti-clockwise turns at the center of the object from a line 
parallel to the subject’s baseline irrespective of what the baselines current orientation may 
be.  

(
 
35°) + (

 
65°)   THE RESOLUTION OF WHICH SHOULD 

                                          NOT BE NOTATED AS 
 
100°

                                                            BUT RATHER 
 
10°

Previous version of the AKNS did not effectively distinguish between 2D & 3D tilts which 
unfortunately engendered ambiguity as to what was being tilted, by how much, measured 
from where.  [See later notes on ‘Angles in 3D’ below].
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Slides

SIGNIFIER:       By a pointer ▷so that the longest flat side of the triangle pointer (ie. the 

base) is closest to the IP. ('Geometric Shapes' of the Unicode standard 25C1 & 25B7 are 
best for this job).   If the direction makes it Ambiguous it may emphasised by thickening. 

Eg. 

.

Slide on and then across the screen, in the direction of the pointer (when the 
pointer points away from the IP)

 When the pointer points into the IP;- Slide off the screen in the direction 
indicated by the pointer.

All ‘slides’ assume a stationary full-frame before ‘OFFS’ and after ‘ONS’. 
If rotate instructions are indicated on the same frame they happen simultaneously with the 
slide. Otherwise a separate frame must be drawn as is normal for subsequent or proceeding 
actions.

 Eg. 1  Eg. 2  These IP’s could both be understood as moving 
diagonally towards the lower right-hand corner of the page. The difference between these 
two or the advantage of Eg. 2 is that it can describe many more possibilities.

Each pointer can be associated with a different expression of time and distance 
relationships allowing for complex paths and pulsed motion.

If necessitated by space or complexity 'Slides' are readily expressible as IP Operands with 
the notating of the associated angle. Thus example 1 above could be notated;-

[▷315° ] or [▷И45° ]
Likewise example 2 from above could be notated;-

[▷0° & ▷270° ] or 
[▷0° & ▷И90° ]

For slides off the screen;

▷  it would be   [◁0°] or for ............

         it would be   [◁180°]
BUT NEVER  [▷180°] which would be a movement 

INTO view from the screen right.

The arrow in the operand square brackets is still read as pointing into the IP for movement 
OFF screen.  Conversely an arrow pointing away from the IP is indicative of movement 
ONTO screen, that is to say into shot. 
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Flips in 2D space.

SIGNIFIER:       A bar across the IP (Ideographic Plain) with a semi-circular arch on one end
defining an open space or enclosing part of the space as already delineated by the line. As 
in figures 2 & 3. 

Fig 2.  (Top Forward) 

Fig 3. 
 
(Right-Handed side backwards ie. into page)

USAGE: Where the bar cuts the IP is the axis about which the flip will take place, in 
relation to the current usage of the IP and screen. The apex of the arch indicates which edge
or edges are being indicated. An open arch means the indicated edge moves towards the 
viewer (ie. FORWARDS if any ambiguity) Eg. Figure 2.

A closed arch means the indicated edge moves away from the viewer. (ie. 

BACKWARDS if any ambiguity)   
 Fig 4.

So what’s the difference between figure 2 and say figure 4? As the bar is in the 
same position across the IP vertical axis in both cases, there is no difference for a FLIP. 
[but dramatic varying impacts will be observed for Barrels & Folds, see later notes]. For 
Flips as a convention to enhance interuptation one should put the apex pointing to the 
major area on the IP, thus with our examples making figure 2 the clearer to understand.

NOTE:  Flips are "closed" actions.  Having a definite beginning and end at the next 
describable state.  That is to say the flip starts in one standard view then proceed to the next

logical default view.  With a 2D motive thus a flip  is assumed to go 180° from 

the previous state to  .

Barrels  §

SIGNIFIER:          Barrels are notated and understood the same way as “FLIPS”, except for 
the addition of a number (or footnote reference) within the arch on the end of the bar.
The number quantifies the distance, (as a multiple of the perpendicular measurement 
for the bar on the side indicated by the arch’s apex to the edge of the IP) that the axis 
is in front, on a forward (ie. towards the viewer) barrel, or that the axis is behind (ie. 
away form the viewer) on a backwards barrel. 

Now  
   

mean quite different things.

A normal barrel is shown as an end view in figure 5, where ‘n’ is the distance to Axis ‘A’. 
This minimum distance acts as a Normal to the IP so that the movement of the rigid IP 
describes a circular locus.

Figure 5.                          

§ Formerly called ROLLS but renamed to Barrel so as to avoid confusions with Pitch, Yaw & ROLL.
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Folds

SIGNIFIER:     Similar to flips with a dotted line used instead of a solid line used instead of 
a solid line. The folds made along the dotted line, the part folded is indicate by the 
apex of the arch, which way being indicated by the arches orientation the same as for 
flips & rolls. Eg.:-

 Goes to (Top comes forward)

 Goes to  (Bottom comes forward)

 Goes to  (Top goes back)

All these examples are folding up.

An IP with two dotted lines forming   a cross is used to indicate an unfolding 
sequence. Which must already ready be defined as forward series of folds being folded up, 

as described as above. Notated in the AmN with a symbol where  is the symbol 
for a reverse order phrase and ‘n’ is the number of the phrase.[see “Defining & Using 
Phrases” above].

Squeezes & Stretches
Squeezes and stretches are indicated by two long arcs across the IP. If the shape between 
the arc is like a concave lens this indicates a squeeze of the IP. 

If the shape between the arc is like a conflict lens this indicates a stretching 
of the IP.

It is advised that any use of the squeeze or stretch be copiously  footnoted to 
clarify the ensuing distortions and the development or redefinition of 
resultant image / IP.

Zooms simple 

SIGNIFIER:       The IP (Ideographic Plain) marked with a circle with a dot in
the centre (common architectural notation for an arrow going into a page) 
for zooming the IP into the page ie, getting smaller.

For zooming the IP towards the viewer a circle with a cross over the centre 
(common architectural symbol for an arrow coming out of the page) ie. The 
IP gets larger.

USAGE: The zoom symbols are effectively a Zoom, Pan & Dolly signs as the zoom is
understood to centre the screen on the centre of the zoom sign. 

WARNING: The Zoom signifiers are commonly also used with ‘FIELD OF REFERENCE’ 

& ‘RIBBONS’
 

.

[For details see later notes.]  Suffice to say at this stage. Instead of zooming the 
subject, zooming the point of view will give a different result.
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Angles in 3D

Angles in 3D are problematic for a few unrelated reasons;-

· Without a stringent syntax, a 2D surface notation of a 3D will always engender some 
visual ambiguity.

· Commonly angles are measured both clockwise and anti-clockwise upon axises that are 
layed out following both left hand or right hand conventions, with either the Y or Z axis 
being the vertical (pointing skywards). £

· While multiple tilts may be indicated simultaneously, different sequential orderings of 
the transforms computation can actually lead to drastically different results.

· Traditionally the terminology used to discuss movement within 3D space ‘pitch, yaw, 
roll’ is expressed relative to the direction that an observer is travelling upon or in some 
object or vehicle, not in some absolute relation to some fixed external reference point.

A common practice within the computer-graphics discipline is to ascribe pitch, yaw, roll to 
the 3D space itself, as if the space-frame where moving. From a viewpoint sitting in front 
of a computer monitor using the left-handed coordinate system (Z away from observer into 
the screen-surface) in the first quadrant measuring (Zero X&Y in the bottom left-hand 
corner of the screen) anti-clockwise rotation (as perceived from observer point of view) 
then we have;-

Roll from the XZ plane to the y-axis signified by the lower-case Greek letter ‘α’ ALPHA.

Pitch signified by the lower-case Greek letter ‘β’ BETA, from (the implicit screen surface)
the XY plane (as it will tilt towards the observer thus) to the z-axis

Yaw from the YZ plane to the x-axis signified by the lower-case Greek letter ‘γ’ GAMA.

Diagrammatically that is;-

While this scheme α β γ allows the specification of absolute anticlockwise angles, the 
cumbersomeness of such a restricted regime becomes readily apparent when one is not 

£"Principles of Interactive Computer Graphics"  by William M. Newman & Robert F. Sproull, ©1979 pub 
McGraw-Hill International Book Company, ISBN 0-07-046338-7

"Computer Graphics"  by Donald Hearn & M. Pauline Baker, ©1986 pub Prentice-Hall International, ISBN 
0-13-165598-1

"VRML 2.0 sourcebook"  by Andrea L. Ames, David R. Nadeau & John L. Moreland, ©1997 pub John 
Wiley & Sons, Inc., ISBN 0-471-16507-7

"3D Graphics Programming, Games and Beyond:  Theory and  Practice of Computer Graphics in C"  by 
Sergei Savchenko, ©2000 pub SAMS: a Division of Macmillan USA, ISBN 0-672-31929-2
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greatly concerned with the precise current angle, or requires a clockwise rotation. Two more 
symbols get around this possible deficiency. 

The Greek DELTA Capital letter is often used to denote change or difference in 
mathematics and physics, unfortunately being a triangle it would all too easily be confused 
with the triangle used to indicate Slides. So the lower-case Greek letter (Unicode 03B4) 

DELTA δ 
 
is used within the AKNS instead, this letter form is also occasionally used 

within computing to designate Delta(s) of a database as relative changed states. 

Recalling [see 'Angles in AKNS' above] that default angles are understood as anti-

clockwise. Clockwise angles being effected by the negative symbol "И".  Which as the 

Negative of an anti-clockwise is thus clockwise.  The И can atest that angle in so marked 
are actual clockwise measurements. 

Some quick examples will show how this pans out in practice.  A clockwise turn by 10° 

α10° note this is more precise than the typical    10° which 

as a random turn (with no certainty of commencing position say  =3° ) when fully 

specified being α10°. 

For another example an anticlockwise nodding of the IP

                                                    would be affected as  5° 4 
                                   but fully specified would be 5° 4  .
Just as the Theta  graphical establish the nature of Relative baseline turns by its placement
relative to the IP,  like wise 3D angles can also be understood thus;- 

These associations of corners with particular angles 
are irrespective of which way the IP may currently be 
orientated. The anticlockwise pitch, yaw, roll, along with 
their clockwise counterparts have be assigned to 
particuliar corners of the IP by the footnoted process. ¢

To summarise the AKNS now has two classes of angles, firstly αβγ as the absolute 

anticlockwise angles for pitch, yaw, roll.  Then secondly there is the θ theta for relative 
angles of no-fixed direction (direction being implied via notated placement). 

¢  Ordering of default IP angle sitings.
1. Lower Left hand corner given αβγ ordered anticlockwise from the α 

situated as per it's kin for the slide θ theta. 
2. Top edge α the complementary of bottom tilting α.
3. Иα sited for clockwise tilting at opposite ends of same edges as anticlockwise tilt is taken from.
4. Beta β for the anticlockwise Roll tilting the nominal screen surface along the bottom edge.
5. Иβ sited for clockwise tilting at opposite ends of same edges as anticlockwise β tilt is taken from.
6. Gamma γ for Yaw anticlockwise rotation around the vertical axis is sited in the remaining angle 

segments at the top & bottom of the IP's leading edge.
7. Иγ sited for clockwise rotation around the vertical axis at the top & bottom of the IP's trailing edge.
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Compound & Complex Movements.

Movements like Flips, Slide, Rotates may be compounded together to express involved 
movements that cannot be described in single actions. The image maybe subject to say 
multiple rolls concurrently. But by definition it cannot be subject to two like action of equal
importance on the same axis at the same time. 

Thus   is quite acceptable, but 7  is impossible.

To distinguish the major movement from the backspin, the figure is written like a formula. 
The compound expression has the secondary movement a bracketed argument of the major 
movement, thus;- 

(  7) 
   Note: Parentheses function in the mathematical sense to nest and prioritize 
calculations. 

Flips etcetera in 3D Space
Closed Action Defaults 

As previously expounded above [See "Flips in 2D Space"] 'Closed Actions'  are movements
that continue to the subjects next logical position. So with a 2D flip    is assumed 

to go 180° to the resultant state  , just like flipping a card over.

But with a cubic 3D solid like a dice  the default turn is only 90o   to   .

Whereas with another 3D solid like a tetrahedron (triangular pyramid) the default angle 
will be something greater than 90o  so the whatever currently is the forward facing surface 
takes on the orientation, position as the base after the closed action.

Action & Instructions Other Than Parallel Or Perpendicular.

Once the space the activity takes place in is no longer 2D there is no reason for only 
parallel and perpendicular action.  Action happening at other angles is indicated by a circle 

around the end of the bar where it would intersect the IP. Eg. 
 

Where no angle is specified it is assumed to be the normal. (ie. perpendicular to the plain) 
to the IP.  Angles may either be specified using the ‘Alternate Axis’ or ‘Angles in 3D’ 
techniques [explained above in same named sections].

3D Tilts 

 
Indicated by circling that part of the IP closest to the viewer (leading edge or 

corner). Then specifying at least one angle in the ‘Angles in 3D’ form [explained 
previously], or by reference to some ‘Alternate Axis’ [as below], for all other non-
perpendicular, non-parallel instructions / actions.
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Special Forms of Barrels.

‘Flow Path Barrel’

With the ‘flow path barrel’, the 2D graphic symbolized by the IP is understood to be 
flexible so that first the leading edge followed by the rest of the object curves over to 
embrace the locus during the barrel, straightening out at the end. See figure 6. such a roll is 
indicated by circulating the number under/ in the arch. See figure 7.

Figure 6.              figure 7.

 ‘Parallel Barrel’

The two cross stroked accented with opposing return are used to indicate 
that the IP remains parallel and/or in its original orientation throughout the whole 
movement. Figure 8.

                 Figure 9  looking along the 
axis of rotation.

Zooms complex. 
Zooms can be more flexibly, efficiently and effecticley specificed by using the operands 
convention along with a flag for Zoom the Ƶ [Latin Z with Stroke,  from Latin Extended-B 

Unicode 01B5(upercase) & 01B6 (lowercase)]. 

[Ƶ◁αβγ] Zoom into implied screen, away from the observer down the 

normal to the observer, as a 3D axis with the pitch, yaw, roll displacement αβγ. 

[Ƶ▷αβγ] Zoom out of the implied screen, towards the observer up the 

normal to the observer, as a 3D axis with the pitch, yaw, roll displacement αβγ. 
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Ch:4     Complex Spaces, Ideographs to Communities.
Overview of  Complex Ideographs Used.
3D Motives in 3D Space 

ORIENTATION OF FACES Æ  AREA ENTITIES

Multi-Threaded & Polygraphic Communities

REFLECTS ð  DELETES & OMITS 

    MANDALAS & COILS

 FLATS

2D Motives in 3D Space (Passive)

CHARACTERS

Modifications

Multi-Element

Modes   

2D Motives in 3D Active Space

 
RIBBONS FRAMES OF REFERENCE

-------------------------------------------

Spatial Orientation via the 3D Cubic IP

The IP (Ideographic Plain) is understood to represent a three dimensional object by the 
addition of a Chinese & Japanese numeral in the range  (one) to     (six) specifying which
face you are observing or the angles and directions are in terms of. The Chinese / Japanese [CJ] 
numeral is normally written in the missing 90o corner of the IP to indicate which surface is facing
the viewer. 

The faces are numbered so that they  match the relative placements of those found on a 
common dice as follows 

 (one) The front.  (two) The top. 

 (three) The starboard (ie. The left viewed from the front or right viewed from behind.) 
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  (four) The port (ie. The right viewed from the front or left viewed from behind.) 

 (five) The base.  (six) The back.

While the same sequence of turns of a three dimensional IP or a dice will arrive the user at the 
same numbered face,  that procedure offers no prediction of the faces orientation.

WARNING:  There are a 384 different combinations of possible addressing conventions 
(orientation of faces) for the imaginable surfaces of a 3D entity. Simple aesthetic choices,  such the 
desirability or not, to cluster origins in a common interior corner, or exterior apex will urge various 
arrangement of axis on a surface by surface basis. Thus there is No Single Optimal Set of 3D Face 
Orientations.    Hint 1

Unexpected Discontinuity.
As the Ideographic Plane (IP) was originally conceived as a 2D entity in a 3D space, and 

in such circumstances provided a nice predictive tool of an actors orientation.  Along with other 
peoples feedback, as I personally employed the AKNS during my ruminations for sculpture and 
virtual reality projects, I have continued to evolve the AKNS. Escalating the IP's function from 
describing 2D planes to a 3D objects has exposed an uncomfortable discontinuity between the 
quasi-mathematical predictive functionality versus the optimal aesthetic arrangement.

So as you turn any 3D object the orientation of each newly revealed face will be  that 
having been determined by the creator of the object when it was initial defined. 

1 Hint:  The easiest way to think this through is to get a clear box ( eg. like a plastic take-away 
food container).  Then draw an IP on a face and label that  (one), now number the other 
faces (in the same spacial relationship as a dice), then draw IPs as you want the faces of your 
draft 3D object orientated.
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90o   |  90o   | 90o 

WARNING:

NOT! 

To have such here as the result of this transform 
sequence  would be / is ERRONOUS!!

The reason why the first face ( ) is found to be rotated 90 o anti-clockwise,  is 

because the 90o vertical forward flip of  ( ) the second face    
on a 3D 

object simultaneously  ISA / also AFFECTS,   a   
being 90 o anti-clockwise

rotate of the first face ( ).

These in the example are only one possible sequence surface orientation, a differently defined 
orientation of faces would result in a different sequence orientation BUT the sequence of faces 
would remain the same for the identical movements!!.....

Conception of Space
3D Performance Conventions. 

Marquee =  Is a non-controllable navigational paradigm. It is the limit of the conceptual 
extremities of 3D space in which all performance occurs. Critically being non- 
controllable it also may not be cited nor explicitly addressed within  AKNS.

Face   (one) ‘the front’ having been removed is customary 
understood to be behind the observe.
         Alternatively it can be understood as the view into a hollow 
dice through a hole or lens, positioned at the single dot in the one 
side.

Expanding on earlier definition for EvN (Environs) the ‘passive environs where the action is 
played out by the actors’ each internal planar surface of the Marquee (facing inwards) can be seen,
then denoted as a ground-plain. Like so        

The CJK character 
 
(Unicode 571F) for Earth, Ground, Land.

So oriented that is understood as the groundwork horizontal surface for a frame of reference 
relative to an imaginary theatrette structure built upon that horizontal ground plain. Such that the 
normal to the surface travels up towards the top of the space above the plain.  Now effectively  
the interior  surface functioning as the ground plain can be condensed via single signifier for 
Theatre (built upon the same designated interior surface playing as the ground plain).
                       The CYRILLIC letter DJE  [Unicode 0402 (upper-case) &0452 (lower-case)].         

Thus    ≡          .  Returning to set of all the possible theatres in the Marquee 
There is one theoretical theatrette that would have the same coordinate alignment as the observers 
customary viewpoint. (Down within the theatrette is the same direction as the observers’ customary 
experience).           (five = base) take the role of the default theatre within the AKNS (when none

other is explicitly defined. That is to say that horizontal foundation ground-
line of           has the same orientation and is parallel to the ground-plain of the observers’ world 
space or cosmos.
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The Cosmos being ThR Zero from which the external surface of the Marquee could be 
perceived via reference to which unlikely transformation of the whole Marquee are conceived.

The Marquee (while granted a special 3D container of IP attributes) clearly portrays the   
dilemmas posed by the Unexpected Discontinuity (disused above).  There is no one optimal 
arrangement of axis from with-in any considered theatre’s frame of reference.  Indeed there are 
sixteen possible arrangement of axis for each theatre;- four possible corners for the origin by four 
Cartesian quadrants relation by two orientation of the Z axis (left-hand = into the plane / right-hand 
= out-of the plane) gives 32 possible coordinate-spaces orientations per face. Then multiple that 
result by the twelve (6 internal + 6 external) imaginable surface of a cubic entity gives a 384 
possible addressing for the (cubic) 3D entity’s surfaces. Simple aesthetic choices, such the 
desirability or not, to cluster origins in a common interior corner will urge various arrangement of 
axis on a surface by surface basis. 

Orientation of Faces in 3D.
There is ‘No Single Optimal Set of 3D Face Orientations’ (as detailed above). Then the example 
that was given in ‘Spatial Orientation via the 3D Cubic IP’ ;- .

|| 90o  | 90o   | 90o   ||
assumes the following set of orientation of exterior faces on the 3D object. .

While this layout is suitable for demonstration, with the face   (six) being in the correct 
relationship to face  (one) as if it was only 2D sheet of negligible thickness, it is readily 
apparent that the same can not be said other pairs of opposing faces. With ‘No Single Optimal Set 
of 3D Face Orientations’ the problem then become a efficient succinct way to specify orientation of 
faces.

This problem can be further sub-divide into three issues. 
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a) Location of a fixed reference point on each face irrespective of which way the face is turned. 
That is to say the location must be independent of relative directions like left or right, up or 
down.

b) Once the reference point is located, an unambiguous description of how the IP on that face is 
aligned.

c) Lastly as this is a 3D coordinate space, is the Z axis going into (left-hand) or out (right-hand) 
of the surface. 

Cartesian and other Quadrants. 

With-in Cartesian Geometry theory there exist the concept of 
‘Quadrants’.  The four quadrants resulting from the dissection of the 
number plane into four regions by the X & Y axis as they pass through 
the origin. 
        By convention the quadrants are numbered (usually with Roman 
numerals) counter-clockwise from the top right as per figure.  Thus by 
specifying the number of a quadrant, the relative location of the origin 
and positive or negative direction of the axis’s will be known. 

Analogously with the Cartesian geometry convention, computer screen designers also employ the
same counter-clockwise numbering of quadrants to set the relative location of the screens origin. 
But with-in the screen design discipline all of the axis run positively away from the origin for the
relevant sector.  That is to say for Quadrant III (in the screen design paradigm) the X axis value 
increase as they move to the left, while the Y values increase DOWN the screen (NB: this also 
imply for Quadrant III  that if the axis rise above the origin it would be regard a negative Y 
value).   This apparently strange arrangement followed from requirement to accommodate cell 
addressing for different cultural writing convention.  Eg. European top-left to bottom-right, 
Arabic top-right to bottom left. The AKNS also exploits this ‘screen design paradigm’ of relative
location of the origin, and the accompanying directions of the axis.  [See ‘Zhe Specification of 
Face Orientation’ below.]

Meanders. 
Imaginary lines that ‘Meander’ (wander) sequentially over all external or internal faces of a 3D 
object. As the line meanders across a face it could be said to cut-off one corner, before turning 
over the object’s edge away from the last cut-off, before in-turn cutting-off the adjacent corner on
the next face, proceeding in such manner until it returns to the first face joining up again where 
the line started. The strategy result in only four distinct ‘meanders’ as per figure of internal (        
) views   (for External Views of same see next section);-

M-I                    M-II   
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M-III   M-IV      

The Meanders have been numbered so that the cut-off corner on face (one) , (but not the 
other faces of the object) are analogous to the zeros of quadrants per the screen design paradigm 
[detailed above] when the external face (not internal as above figures) are being considered.

Now as the ordering, and thus the spatial juxtapositioning of the faces on a 3D object are fixed 
[see ‘3D IP’ above], given a meander number the cut-off corner on any face can be absolutely 
ascertained, thus satisfy the criteria for “Location of a fixed reference point on each face 
irrespective of which way the face is turned.”

NOTE:  Despite quadrants (per the screen design paradigm) under-pinning the strategy for 
locating the reference corner, the Meander number by itself under no circumstance indicates 
which quadrant axis regime applies for any selected face.

Zhe Specification of Face Orientation
With the Meander’s provision of fixed reference points on each face, what now remains is to set 
is the orientation of the coordinate space given the reference point, with-in a chosen axis regime. 
Then after that the face itself can be orientated with-in the selected coordinate regime.

For the AKNS the Cyrillic letter ZHE 
 signifies a generic face.  Any face can now be 

defined in-terms of four arguments; Meander number, a number for the Quadrant of the origin, a 
number for the orientation of the face, the finally an indicator of Z axis direction.  The syntax 
used is;-

{ M meander 
value , coordinate 

space  value

Explanation Zhe 
letter

opening
curly 
bracket

optional 
M maybe 
added for 
clarity

Roman 
Numeral

comma 
separator 

Roman 
Numeral

, IP orientation
value , Z axis 

direction }
comma 
separator

Roman 
Numeral

comma 
separator

< or > 
symbols

closing curly 
bracket

Clarifying the syntax is;-

· The Meander values are explained above.

· The Coordinate Space ‘Quadrant’ value given as a Roman
Numeral indicates how the face is turned when the 
Meander’s fixed reference points is seen as the origin of 
that face.
        The X axis being the horizontal and Y axis as 
vertical..
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· The IP Orientation value also 
given as a Roman Numeral 
indicates how the face is turned 
in the context of current X & Y 
axis. The “^” accent (Unicode 
005E) is used for a second set of 
IP Orientations of the face that 
are rotated 90º towards the Y / 
vertical in that quadrant.

· Lastly the Z axis direction is indicated by a Great-than or Less than symbol;-
“<” pointing at the Zhe character indicates Z axis going into the plane (left-hand convention).
“>”pointing away from the Zhe character indicates Z axis going out of the plane (right-hand) 
convention).

The Meander number by itself is insufficient to specify the orientation of the face because only at
the external front face  (one) is the Meander value identical to the quadrant value.

So now if the expression was,     
 

{IV,IV,I,>} (without clearly stating 

internal or external surfaces) it could be interrupted as;- Face Four is Defined as the Z-axis 
comes out of a origin located in the corner cut-off by the fourth meander, with the surface turned 
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to be in agreement with the AKNS fourth quadrant conventions. To work this example 
graphically;- 

Internal Meander IV (four) is
viewing the face by itself…..

          notice at this stage the Exterior & Interior views are mirror images of each other.
Next step is to orientate the face as for the AKNS fourth quadrant conventions.

If the IP is rigidly coupled with the orientation the result would be;-

NOTE: Exterior & Interior views are No-longer mirror images!! 

So there exists a strong need for "Internal" versus "External" faces to be clearly distinguished 

from each other. So the CJK character   (Unicode 5185) meaning; inner,

within, inside,  has been incorporated in the AKNS to qualify which face are 'Internal'.  Thence 
an unqualified faces could be defaulted as being 'External'.  So while not being

burningly necessary the CJK character  (Unicode 5916) for outside,  maybe used for the sake

of clarity for 'External' faces.
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Returning to our straw-man face formula ? 
 

{IV,IV,I,>} the separate declaration of 

the IP orientation as per the first quadrant gives;- 

 

Again the Exterior & Interior views are not mirror images.  To fix this change ONLY ONE as;-

Exterior views formula  
 

{IV,III,II,>}   OR…..

Interior views formula    
 

{IV,III,IV^,>}.

Thus the two possible solution will be;-

  
 

{IV,III,II,>}  &   

 
{IV,IV,I,>}

         OR

  

 
{IV,IV,I,>}  &    

 
{IV,III,IV^,>}
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Multiple Faces

Preceding the Zhe with square operand brackets allows multiple faces to be defined, such as all 
the external faces.

 [ ] {III,II,V,<}
Then using the ‘Tilde Operator’ a range of face that are the same can be group defined.

 [ ~ ] {IV,IV,I,>}
Alternate Axis

Virtual Reality practice makes use of temporary axis, askew to the three cardinal axis (x,y,z) for 
scaling and rotations in 3D of the any given subject object.  With the addition of the AKNS 
quadrant value and the Z axis direction this technique can be fruitfully incorporated within the 
AKNS.

For the AKNS the Latin Capital letter A signifies a Alternate Axis.  An Alternate Axis can now 
be described with the syntax;-

A n1 { coordinate 
space  value , Z axis 

direction

Explanation Capital 

letter A
OPTONAL

naming

opening 
bracket

Roman 
Numeral

OPTONAL 

comma 
separator 

< or > 
symbols

, X1 , Y1 , Z1

1st coordinate
set

comma 
separator

Numeral comma 
separator

Numeral comma 
separator

Numeral

, X2 , Y2 , Z2 }
2nd set of
coordinates.

comma 
separator

Numeral comma 
separator

Numeral comma 
separator

Numeral closing 
bracket

Clarifying this syntax some points to carefully note;-

· If the Alternate Axis is named, then ‘opening curly bracket’ must-be for the declaration.

· Once an Alternate Axis has named and defined,  just the capital A plus the name can be 
used alone, without the need to requote all the coordinates again.

· If the Alternate Axis is not to be named and only used for the single occasion it is currently
being stated for the square brackets (for operands) should be used in conjunction with 
rotation or scaling details [see below].

· Care needs to be taken choosing which set of coordinates will be the first or second set, as 
the ordering determines which direction the Alternate Axis is running. The direction of the 
Alternate Axis is critical for rotations, as this in-turn governs which direction is clockwise 
or anti-clockwise.

Now specify a rotation in 3D we need only to suffix a theta with a value to the end of the 

previous syntax. Eg;-  A{IV, >,32 , 24, 69, 101, 73, 85 } 32° or if the 
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Alternate Axis has already been defined as say “fred”  then Afred 32° will also suffice.

Three IPs
In apparent contravention of the AKNS 1st Design Principle "Eschewal of Ambiguity" 
(Exclusion of any potentially ambiguous characters, symbols, concepts or words ...)  there exist 
within the AKNS a hierarchy of concepts that deliberately all can be abbreviate to the same two 
letters "IP".  The three concepts are increasing elaborations thence specialization of the initial 
two-dimensional foundation construct the "Ideographic Plane".  The three-dimensional icon 
being named the "Ideographic Purl" essentially an Ideographic Plane where rather cutting off 
the top-left corner it is folded back into the 3D space behind the IP front-face. Finally there is the
"Ideographic Pellucid" essentially an Ideographic Purl within a crystal ball.

Ideographic Plane (IP2D)

A quadrilateral ideograph with axis’s thence sides of uneven lengths, so as to draw attention to 
the visual relationships thus emphasizes its orientation of the Ideographic Plane. For full 
definitions and details see section "Foundation Concepts of the AKNS" [as above in Chapter 2 ].

Ideographic Purl (IP3D)

The three-dimensional widget projection from the IP2D (Ideographic Plane) form described 
above. Named the "Ideographic Purl",  that is Purl as in gyrate, reel, spin, swirl, swish,  twirl, 
whirl.  The "Ideographic Purl" is essentially an Ideographic Plane where rather cutting off the 
top-left corner it is folded back (at 90 degrees clockwise from the front face, along the the IP2Ds 
leading edge) into the 3D space behind the IP front-face, thus now forming a 90 degrees angle 
between the back-face of the original IP2D and the right-angle triangle of the relocated missing 
corner such that  the hypotenuse is the newly folded edge. { Plait = fold was rejected as an 
alternative because Plane & Plait are too similar in spelling.}

So (as with the IP2D case of the Ideographic Plane) the front face is a quadrilateral ideograph 
with axis’s thence sides of uneven lengths, so as to draw attention to the visual relationships thus 
emphasize its orientation of the Ideographic Purl, figure 1-3.

(Figure 1-3) 
 So from the front the Ideographic Purl appears the same as 

the IP2D's normal view.

Turning either IP upside down in 2D by 180º rotation gives 

To get   the initial IP must be flipped over the vertical axis in 3D side to side.

To get  the initial IP must be turned upside down over a horizontal edge in 3D ie. top to 
bottom.

            So far all the IP3D's finishing positions appear the same as those of the IP2D's (as above) 
the difference becomes obvious when they are (interactively) rotated into an end-on 
configuration in 3D space.  For all these end-on cases the IP2D will present a single vertical edge
(which without textual qualification per the existing AKNS 2D conventions would be very 
ambiguous).  However when the same is done on a display technology mimicking a 3D view 
(like a computer screen), or operating in a 3D space (like Virtual Reality goggles) with 
Ideographic Purl (IP3D)  the end view are four different orientations of the folded corner reading 
as right-angle triangles with their hypotenuse running along the vertical edge (that would be so 
ambiguous for the IP2D without textual qualification).
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How the Purl would look seen from various faces of Pellucid if it was not a transparent ball.

Ideographic Pellucid (IPcrystalball)

A navigation or orientation aid consisting of an "Ideographic Purl" (IP3D) encapsulated in an 
actual, notional, or virtual clear sphere / crystal ball. Pellucid means 'Easy to See Through', ' 
Mentally Clear'.  which seemed appropriate for an Ideographic Purl at the center of a crystal 
ball. {As such Plenum = ball / globe was considered but rejected as Plenum also means the 
filled / obscured universe. Another not so good fit was Pharos= beacon}. {Palantir = Seeing 
Stones was also originally considered until it became clear word has no common usage beyond 
J.R.Tolkien's coining for the "Lord of the Rings"}.

Non-Cubic Objects
While "Spatial Orientation via the 3D Cubic IP" [see beginning of this chapter] in synthesis with
'Quadrants', 'Meanders', 'Zhe Face Specification' [see above] provides a flexible cubic 
conceptual wrapper for any three dimensional object it does have some significant shortcomings.

● Functionally Cumbersome.  In that it weakens the predictive power of the AKNS. 
"Closed Action Defaults" [see above] set at 90o  are rather meaningless if the object in 
question is a dodecahedron or maybe a square based pyramid! Face Description & 
Addressing are also broken once the object has more, or less than the six faces of a block.

● Rigid Interrelationship of Spatial Orientation.  The tight coupling of the signifier of 
Spatial Orientation with a particular face on any object, risks (unconsciously) biasing the 
orientation of that object within the work so that the spatial relationship are aliened.
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● Limitation of CJK Numerals as used in AKNS.  Modern Western Numbers are an 
example of a Positional Notation Numeral System, meaning that the column position of 
digit in a row of digits forming a large number codes for the power of the number-base.  
Unfortunately the Chinese & Japanese numerals so-far used within the AKNS for 
indicating Spatial Orientation are not as flexible, but more akin to Roman Numerals 
where single characters encode multi-digit numbers, such as "L" standing for 50. 

An additional difficulty of the CJK numerals is not being sequential within the Unicode 
database (that follows the traditional convention of organizing Eastern characters by the 
number of strokes to write the character) from a programming standpoint they are not as 
readily convertible to other numbers without the likes of specialized modules or lookup 
tables.

Yet further difficulty with the CJK numerals is that they are also used in some East Asian
music notation and tablatures.

Other Numeral Sets

It was plainly obvious that what was need was either some qualifier for western Latin numerals 
to be used in this role or, another distinct set numerals from some other Positional Notation 
Numeral System. Consistent with third point of the AKNS's Design Strategy (see Chapter 1)  
"Use of different cultural representation of the common concepts instead of numerous qualifiers",
I started looking at the history of everyday western numerals.  Modern Western Numerals (as 
found in the 'Basic Latin' Unicode 0030 - 0039) are known as 'Arabic numerals'.   Being called 
that because it was the Arab's who in the middle-ages, by 976 CE introduced the 'Hindu-Arabic 
numeral system' to Europe.  Working back down the historical trail, first consideration was 
modern Arabic numerals 'Arabic-Indic' , however both these and the 'East Arabic-Indic' variation
contain too many potentially ambiguous characters in comparison against characters already 
codified by the AKNS.  Next step back was to the historical fountain of all these numbers, the 
Indian subcontinent. Here modern Hindi is written in the Devanagari script with the associated 
Devanagari Numerals (still in common everyday use). As the Devanagari Numerals only 
ambiguity is with some equal value Latin numerals used by the AKNS,  Devanagari Numerals 
have been included within the AKNS as a second set of Positional Notation Numerals for 'Non-
Spatial Orientation' numbering of object faces, surfaces etcetera.  

Devanagari Numerals

Latin (Arabic) Numerals 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Devanagari Numerals ० १ २ ३ ४ ५ ६ ७ ८ ९

Devanagari Numerals (Unicode 0966- 096F)    [ for details see "Number Forms" in "Appendix 1:  
Standardized Usage of Letters / Characters & Words." ] .

Numbering Faces Not Surfaces

Any person with minimal computer graphic (CG) experience, will be aware that most 3D CG 
models are made up of hundreds to thousands of little triangle surfaces.  While it would be 
theoretically possible to address all these surface with Devanagari Numerals such an approach is 
contrary to the AKNS aspiration of "a visually evocative, logically extendable, flexible yet 
standardized notation system." that is to say individually addressing thousand of surface is not 
readily visually evocative,  if such an activity is to be undertaken it would be better notated 
within the AKNS by use of the Model ideograph   
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[see "Multi-Element Characters" towards the end of the documentation].

So for the purposes of the AKNS then a face is the (user delineated, chosen) grouping of 'CG 
Model Surfaces' that collectively makeup a given face like "the back" of some object such as "a 
house". 

Polyhedral nets 

In geometry the arrangement upon a plane of polygons, being edge-joined so that they can be 
folded (along edges) to become the faces of the polyhedron is known as a Polyhedral Net. For 
example the net for a  'regular tetrahedron' consists four equilateral triangles with three common
edges (which when folded would form the solid).  Once the net of the desired object is 
conceived, each polygon being a face can the be sequentially assigned a Devanagari Numeral.  
As one of the reason for employing the Devanagari Numerals with the AKNS was to decouple an
object's face numbering from that same object's spatial orientation, having numbered our object's 
net with the Devanagari Numeral we have yet to define which way is up.  As the use of  CJK 
numerals within the AKNS already code a fixed spatial orientation [see "Spatial Orientation via 
the 3D Cubic IP" above] all that has to be done is to identify for this object (for the moment, as it
is open to be realigned later) two numbered face that are synonymous with their Spatial 
Orientation.  For this purpose with the AKNS the mathematical operator  for "identical with/to" 
(Unicode 2261) is employed.

So in the case of a regular tetrahedron (which only has four face) we could have ;-

२  ≡  , ४  ≡     which would be to say our objects number two face is 
currently the base, and the object forth face is the front of the object. Now having made that 
association we are at liberty to (for this object) to use the Devanagari face numbers as we would 
have formerly used CJK with an IP to indicate a 3D object;- 

In most case two spatial orientation faces (preferably joining faces like the base & side) should 
be sufficient to fix the new polyhedral object's location in the work.  Once so oriented all the 
previous discussed techniques [above] of; 'Orientation of Faces in 3D', 'Cartesian and other 
Quadrants', 'Meanders', 'Zhe Specification of Face Orientation' and lastly 'Multiple Faces' can all 
be deployed with only minor adaptation. As "Meanders" relate to spatial fixed faces it is still left 
that any remaining faces of our non-cubic object be given some approximate template,  as for 
later declaration.  This is easily accomplished by using the mathematical operator for 

"approximately equal to" (Unicode 2248) instead of "identical with/to".  Thus [२~३]  

≈   saying for faces two and three treat the orientation (which way is up) as if it where Cubic
Spatial Orientation face four.  

.
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Ch:5    Orchestrating Complexity
Visual Melody versus Visual Cacophony.

PROBLEM: This turns on the minds ability to perceive patterns of repetition in repeating 
incidents enabling it to lock onto the significant events as opposed to chance coincidences. 
The mind perception is affected by the complexity (a function of time and identifiable 
events) along with the distance from the original set of events to be recalled.

Audio-music is usually constructed of themes 3 to 10 seconds in length repeated quickly 
(sometimes with harmonic variations) to reinforce the importance / significance of them 
around which the asymmetrically events of improvisation may latter be embroidered.

The only advantage that Graphic-music has over Audio-music is the eyes ability to 
perceive reverse orders, & special patterns more readily than the ear (although this is 
possible with training / practice).

SOLUTIONS:  With the system so far outlined solo movements, themes and phrases can 
be readily described, with a number of sheets and the appropriate mode-notation. 
Interaction of separate themes may be orchestrated, but the eyes hunger for pattern and 
detail is a longway from being satisfied.

A quantum jump in complexity, is possible through the use of following concepts AREA 
ENTITIES & COMMUNITIES  making possible the special repetition of activity on the screen 
and the development of intricate undergirding of special structures.

While an un-extended REFLECT allows for only four repeats but with each sector of the 
repeat mirroring the remaining sector  in simple symmetrical to complex pattern 
relationships with as many different orientations as sectors.

AREA ENTITIES allow for repeating a pattern in easily identifiable chunks, somewhat like 
screen-printing fabric patterns, with the orientation of each repeat remaining constant. 
AREA ENTITIES, REFLECTS & OTHER COMMUNITIES are written in the IaM (properties of 
Motif), TrT (figure displacement Trajectories) or AmN (Mode of Amalgamation) Zones of 
any score type.

Area Entities 
[Particularly for use with 3D characters  (see later notes) and / or any phrase.]  

The face or screen surface is broken up into cells (as in a bee’s honeycomb) number 
horizontal then vertical within coordinate geometry regime in-force where the cells are.  

The character ‘Æ’ (Unicode 00C6 & 04D4) is used to denote an ‘Area Entity’ so that it can 

firstly be defined thus;-  Æ{x,y,z,n..} where “x” is the number of horizontal cells, 

“y” is the number of vertical cells, “z” is the number of the depth of cells, and “n..” are the
numbers for extra dimensions of cells,  for the particular Area Entity being defined. Only 
the “x” and “y” are mandatory, others being included as desired. For example a 7 by 3 
matrix would be defined Æ{7,3}. As an example, combined to define a face and the cells 

within;-  
 
{ {IV,IV,I,>} Æ{7,3}} then you could access the fifth 

cell in the first rows  by   
 
Æ[5,1]. 
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NOTE: Careful attention should be exercised in the usage of braces { } for defines, 

versus square brackets [ ] for operands.  The Braces are used to declare the thing, similar 

to a dimensioning declaration in many older computer languages.  The Square Brackets 

then provide a way of addressing, accessing parts of WHAT HAS BEEN previously 

declared. 

A “~” called the ‘Tilde Operator’ (Unicode 007E) is used to indicate a range of numbers. 

Continuing with the previous example the middle row would be  

 
Æ [ 1~7,2],

and the second column of in from the origin would be 
 
Æ [2, 1~3]. 

Alternative the infinity symbol “∞” is used to indicate ALL values along a given axis, 

thus continuing with the previous example the middle row would be  

 
Æ [∞,2],

and the second column of in from the origin would be 
 
Æ [ 2,∞].

Communities
Reflects

This is when the ‘ACTION and / or IMAGE’ are repeated in a codified predetermined 
fashion about two adjoining axis of reflections or distortions.  (The original formalism of 
‘Reflects’ in earlier version of the AKNS was imprudently hamstrung to the 2nd quadrant X 
& Y axis relationships. Assuming the origin to be at the lower left-hand inside corner of the
ideographs for reflects).

There are two types of reflects, AN-OVERS & AN-TURNS. Both types of Reflects are 
indicated by icons prominently featuring a right-angle.

for AN-OVER 
reflects.

for AN-TURN 
reflects.

The two sides running away from the inside corner of the right-angle icons are the 
‘activity-edges’ about which the new orientations are projected.

The ‘right-angle icon’ can not be used in isolation, but must qualify some ‘subject- 
ideograph’ consistent with the IP root form [See ‘Foundation Concepts’ above].

Basic Form of Reflects

In the AN-OVER reflect each of the neighbouring projections is produced by 
mirroring the subject-ideograph over the adjoining activity-edges. For the eight default 
possibilities of An-Over reflections, the subject-ideograph is positioned against the inside-
corner of the An-Over right-angle icon aligned to the second quadrant convention at the 
bottom right-hand corner of the IP or PF. 
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[See “Appendix 2:  Basic Reflects.” For the complete set of 16 basic reflects]  So for An-
Over reflections, the subject-ideograph is Mirrored / rolled OVER the activity-edges.  The 
direction of the projections are determined by the position the right-angle icon is in relation
to the subject-ideograph.  Thus ;-

can also be 
from or

or

by default would
be from

In the case of the AN-TURN (previously called a ‘A-TURN’  in earlier AKNS versions) each
of the neighbouring projections is realised by TURNING the subject-ideograph around the 
point on it closest to the inside-corner of the An-Turn right-angle icon.

 could also be any.. as well as others.

While for reflect-communities of only four projections,  the freedom to choose various 
orientations for the right-angle icon may seem an unnecessary complication of the AKNS 
at first, heed ‘Extended Reflect Communities’ as below for the full gain of this quirk. 

Complex Form of Reflects

Complex forms of reflects are indicated by addition of (a small square) an exile-box
adjacent to the right-angle icon in one of the three relative positions shown.

eg or or

The exile-box is understood to mean that the two adjacent adjoining projections of 
the reflect community are not the same as in the standard form (however the diagonally 
opposite projections remains consistent with normal usage) but rather as would be found if 
that subject-ideograph was re-orientated to match that found in the relative location of the 
standard An-Over form had been used instead (irrespective of which ever type of complex 
reflect is being used.)

 Eg. 1.

 =    Bottom left hand in standard form   = 

 = 
 Eg. 2.

 = =    thus = 

That is to say the subject-ideograph and the diagonally opposite of the customary 
reflect-community remain the same as in the standard form, while the remaining two 
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projections take the identity of the reflect-community that would be found in the Standard 
form had the alternative indicated re-orientation of the IP or PF been used.

‘ð’ Deletes

DELETES primarily used with REFLECTS for editing an action already in use. ð 
LATIN Small letter ‘ETH’ (Unicode = 00F0, html = &eth;  ASCII = 0X00F0) is used. With 
reflects it is placed in the appropriate segment of the ideograph to be deleted see figure.

 
ð = 

Is (  +  =  ) ie. 

Extended Reflect Communities

Once a face has been defined and broken up into cells, one or more reflect-communities 
can be spawned across the surface. This process being analogous to a graphic designer’s 
use of a repeating pattern to cover an expanse of cloth. Or the virtual reality artist tiling of 
textures over a target surface. 

As previously highlighted the freedom to position right-angle icons in any of the four 
primary orientations at first seems a frivolous encumbrance on the AKNS.  But at this 
juncture when one harkens back to the defining of surfaces for 3D objects the crucial need 
for flexibility in the orientation of the right-angle icon becomes apparent. In the amalgam 
of Area-Entities and surface definition with a reflect-community it would be extremely rare
that the case was limited to only four cells following the fourth quadrant conventions.

The orientation of the right-angle icon determines which direction the extended reflect 
community will be extended in.  The extension of a community being diagonally away 
from the seed position of the subject-ideograph, via the inside corner of the right-angle 
icon.  Thus an unfamiliar dichotomy arises, in that while the activity-edges of the right-
angle icon are aligned synonymous with a particular quadrant conventions simultaneously 
the extended reflect-community is organised consistent with the conventions of the 
diagonally opposed quadrant.   

Extension of a reflect-community is notated by the suffixing of dimensional parameters,

 akin to the practice for Area Entities.  Thus {4,3} would result in …

here addressing runs from 
seed to diagonally opposite,  that is top right to bottom left.  The example follows the 
4th quadrant convention as the reflect ideograph was for the 2nd quadrant.

If instead we had  {4,3} then the result would be …
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and now the addresses run bottom left to top 
right consistent with the 2nd quadrant conventions.

Tiling

Staying with the current examples for the case of {4,3} the top right hand 

cell of the extended reflect-community would be addressed [4,1] whereas in 

the case of   {4,3} the top right hand cell of the new reflect-community would

be   [1,3]
Where there exists no concern with addressing individual cells of a reflect-community, or 
the user does not know in advance the size that the new community will be, then the 
infinity character can be employed to notate that the tiling is extended over all the surface 

of the Area-Entity to the very edges.  Eg. 

An-Over or An-Turn {1,1} is meaningless as there is no projections it is identical to the 
subject-ideograph. As default reflect is a two by two matrix , thus An-Over or An-Turn 
{2,2} is also unnecessary.  Cases of either the x or y component given as zero are also 
erroneous, as it would transfer another plan like z in which case they have been specified 
relative to the wrong 3D surface. Just as the exile-box, and the delete can change or incise a
reflect-community, so when tiling across an Æ defined surface one may wish to leave 
blank areas, or having multiple reflect-communities tiled onto one surface.

If we have Æ{3,3}  then

                                 resultant tiling would be……..

ð
ð

   ð   ð ð
    where the ETH ð indicates empty cells deleted from the reflect-community.  

Alternatively this could also be expressed as {2+ ð, 2+ ð }. Note the 

‘plus operator’, if written without the plus operator in accordance with standard algebra 

convention a multiplication would be implied. 2ð = ð ð. 
.So {2+ 2ð, 2} would tile;- ð ð

ð ð
To include more than one reflect on a surface, use either an ampersand “&” or the forward 
slash “/”.
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The ampersand consecutively places or concatenates separate reflect-communities. Thus

{2,3} & {2,3} means …..

The forward slash as in mathematical division places the leading argument over the 
following argument. That is the first reflect-community is placed above the second reflect-

community. Thus {2,3} / {2,2} means …..

Ribbons and other Non-Tiled-Communities.

In addition to the tiled reflect-communities discussed previously that are distinguished as a 
matrix of many cells arranged consistent to some quadrant’s convention along two or more 
axis, a sequentially ordered communities was also desired by some folk. The previous 
AKNS had a somewhat poorly expounded ideograph called “FIELD / RIBBONS” which 
suffered vagueness from trying to cover too much at once.  Following RIBBONS are 
defined more succinctly while prying out other aspects as FLAGS & FLATS, as well as 
developing the ideas further in the coil-community constructs of MANDALAS and 
SPIRIALS.

Ribbons

SIGNIFIER:       A standard IP with two pointed kinks in the base line (as per figure). 
Ribbons are long constructs like streamers. When engaged in an activity they are 
understood as behaving the same way as an IP, would except that time and velocity of 
movement need greater attention, in that the end of the bar does not mark the end only the 
end of the action happening to the first segment of roughly the same proportions as the 
normal IP. The visual result of a lot of changes become cumulative like the movement of a 
streamer in a dancers hand as the dancer waves ones arms around.

DEFINING:- A Ribbon can be one of three things;-
1. A long flat graphic entity akin to a streamer.
2. A long slender flexible object like a whip, rope, chain etc.
3. A sequentially organised array of other ideographs.

For the first two cases no definition beyond identifying the graphic or object as a 

ribbon is needed. However a formalism {n} may be helpful to give a reader a feel 
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for the proportions of the ribbon.  Such that n expresses a ratio of length to a unit width / 

thickness. Eg.
 

{16} would mean a ribbon sixteen times longer than it is wide.

In the last case of the sequentially array, a predetermined list of elements must be 

assigned. (The infinity operator  alone in isolation would be meaningless erroneous 
here).

{ , , }   or   {6 , [3, ], 2 }
NOTE:  The ampersand and forward slash operators as used in Tiling are irrelevant as the 
ribbon elements must always be placed consecutively in single-file.

Once defined a single element can be addressed as [n] where n is any integer 

greater than zero.  (I know that many computer languages use zero as the first element of an
array.  But this practice was not adopted because of the confusions the practice often 
engenders among those folk not au fait (well learned) with the arcane technique).

Coil-Communities

Mandalas and Spirals as concepts within the AKNS are formalisms for constructing 
communities that are referenced by a single index, that is to say they are conceived as one 
dimensional linear arrays.

While these coil-communities may be used to construct polygraphic motives that a viewer 
would read as a mandala or spiral, there is nothing to prevent a graphic image of a mandala
or spiral being notated more directly as just another actor by a simple IP (Ideographic 
Plane) activity and actions upon. 

Rather than sources being Tiled as with reflect-communities, these communities are 
constructed by coiling the linear array in one of only four restricted manners. Starting in the
centre of the virtual infinite Area-Entity grided surface.

               

· First step down, then left, then up = Clockwise-Mandala.

· First step up, then left, then down = Anti-Clockwise-Mandala.

· First step right, then down, then left = Clockwise-Spiral.

· First step left, then down, then right = Anti-Clockwise- Spiral.

By restricting the arrangement of coils to just these four, 
once the first step is mapped the type of coil-communities 
is discerned.  Another benefit is more succinic ideographic 
design summarised thus;-.  (Note: all the curls are inside of 
the IP to prevent any ambiguity with rolls, folds etc.).
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Mandalas

As the array of at least four elements are coiled to form the mandala each element 
preserves initial orientation of subject-ideograph relative to the virtual baseline.

Top / Up

Virtual baseline
Clockwise Anti-Clockwise

The most straight forward way of declaring a Mandala would be use a Ribbon as a subject-
ideograph on a clockwise or anti-clockwise right-angle icon.

Clockwise-Mandala Right-Angle Icon

Anti-Clockwise-Mandala Right-Angle Icon

Unlike the An-Over and An-Turn right-angle icons the arms of the coil-community right-
angle icons do not set quadrilateral formalities. The significance of the Mandala right-angle
icon is that the line at the bottom sets the relative position of the base-line for the subject-
ideograph, along with the curl direction which is read as turning from the center out sets 
the rotation of elements during coiling. Thus a anti-clockwise mandala coiled from some 
ribbon ‘n’ would be;- 

                 once defined the smaller IP like ideographs should be used  

(Note the square curl in the bottom left hand corner for anti-clockwise mandala.)

 Clockwise mandala (square curl now is in the top right-hand corner. The 
separateness of which corner the square curl is in increases the legibility of the ideographs. 
The curl direction also matches the coil sequence for the two mandala communities.

Spirals 

The family of Spiral ideographs are similar to the Mandala ones discussed above.

Clockwise- Spiral Define Right-Angle Icon

Clockwise- Spiral IP

Anti-Clockwise- Spiral Right-Angle Icon

Anti-Clockwise- Spiral IP
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The effective separation of the Spiral from the Mandala communities is how the coil is 
affected.  Rather than the base-line staying constant (as it does for the Mandala) the 
component elements of the array are rotated so that the base-line always faces away from 
the centre of the coil.

 
With the Mandala it was desired to preserve the rectilinear quality of the mandala-
community coiled from the array.  Likewise as contrast it is desirable for the Spiral-
communities to embrace distortion to emphasis the spiral aspect of the community.  
(Mapping to polar coordinate may prove a desirable implementation option).

Holes in Coil-Communities.

The symmetrical quality of the Mandala or Spiral communities, does pose some difficulty 
in usage.  Like separate graphic images of Mandala or Spiral the inherent symmetry often 
transpires as an insidious aesthetic trap for naive artist.
What if the Area-Entity is not a square or requires holes in the surface.  Say you have an 

area-entity Æ{5,3} that you wish to use as a Mandala-community.  Recall that the coil 
is conceptually mapped to an infinite virtual area-entity as a first step. So a virtual 
Æ{5,5} will be needed to get a mandala from diagrammatically what is we need is.

13 14 15 16 17
12 3 4 5 18
11 2 1 6 19
10 9 8 7 20
25 24 23 22 21

So elements 13-17 & 21-25 of the array must be blank.

would do the trick with the deletes leaving blanks in the desired spots.
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Flats 

Flats are the recasting of the ‘Field’ idea from the ‘Ribbon / Field’ construct of prior AKNS
versions.  (The last splinter being ‘Flags’ discussed later under ‘Characters’).  The name 
Flats comes from the world of theatre where flats are movable scenery structures.  At one 
level of usage or analysis incorporation of this construct within the AKNS is frivolous in 
that Flats are not actors (AtR), and thus have no urgent need to be addressed or described 
as they just are.

The Flats function in analysis of a kinegraphic work is akin to the computer 
analysis idea of a ‘sink’,  a repository where things are gathered together or deposited.  
Defining a ‘Flat’ is the simply the list of a group of ‘fields’ or ‘actors’ that there after will 
be understood as one entity.  Harking back to ‘Conceptual & Contextual Space of AKNS’ 
[above].  It becomes obvious as a collection of passive elements a number of Flats could 
define theatre (ThR). One Flat may even be the whole theatre (or even a group of theatres 
on different faces of the Marquee [see ‘3D Performance Conventions’ above]).  As the Flat 
is passive actions attributed to a flat can only occur as the result of some other action in the 
work such as a change of viewpoint.  [see ‘3D Active Space’ immediately following].
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Ch:6          3D Active Space
This is the ‘Pandora’s box’ of the notation system and pushes close to the limits of 
comprehension with the system without some visual feedback. Because they allow the user 
to move the viewers viewpoint/viewpoint of the action. Surmise to say.

FRAMES of REFERENCE in TrT & AmN. As per figure, they are used 
in the TrT & AmN part of the score, with the same types of changes as the IP. But the 
effect of doing the action/changes to the camera not the motive, which only appears to 
change as a result of changes to the view-position. (ie. moving your head changes your 
view of the world, but does not change the spatial relationships of that world, another 
example is moving the zoom on the camera lens.)

 MOUNTAIN

This Chinese character is used with flats to indicate that the field’s movement is 
sympathetic with the action of the motive. ( Eg. when you pan a camera over a landscape to
keep a runner in view the mountains only move as a consequence of the cameras 
movement not as a movement of/in themselves.)

 Eg.  
 
 means the flat (usually GrD) moves sympathetically to MoT. The 

only other alternative is the ground moving independently is the ground moving 
independently in 

which case the motive may be fixed ie. static
 

.

3D and Multi-Dimensional Space

Below is a non-exhaustive list of possible conceptual 3 dimensional picture space 
which could be used in an ABSOLUTE KINEGRAPHIC SCORE.

1. Occidental Linear Perspective Spaces;-
           a/ Single-point.  b/ Two-point.  c/ Three-point.  d/ Four-point Perspective.

2. Curvilinear Occidental Perspective.

3. Oriental perspective.

4. Isometric Space wrap around with origin vanishing point.     

5. Polar Coordinate space.

6. Hexagonal Space.

7. Infinite space (ie. no vanishing point or implied perspective.

8. Geodesic space.

9. Types of Multi-dimensional spaces will be listed here but discussion reserved till
viewpoints & frames of reference manipulation are covered latter on.  They are;- 
·4D Cubist picture space.
·4D, 5D etc. Mathematical Spaces.
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Regular 3D Space;-

Occidental Single-point Linear Perspective

Given all the possible three dimensional models that may be employed, for 
expediency this documentation will concentrate on the more familiar.

Single Occidental (European as opposed to Oriental) Linear Perspective. Described with 
3D Cartesian Co-ordinates geometry so that the z axis functions the same way as the x and 
y (per description of 2D space), with z = 0 being the conceptual screen surface. Even if the 
x & y are scaled to create appropriate screen ratios it is best to leave z at 0  100 range.

Characters

CJK (Chinese, Japanese, Korean) ideographs as well as individual letters / characters from 
varied written cultures are used within the Absolute Kinegraphic Notation System, to 
convey movement, and other concepts difficult to express more directly on a two 
dimensional surface.

CJK ideographs in particular are used for a number of reasons;-

1. Graphically they are compact, unlike English words (require less memory as-well).

2. Unlike a series of number options, what each one does can be more easily be recalled 
by the user.

3. Not being Alpha-numeric decreases the ambiguity in the score, with the many places 
alpha-numeric are used.

4. Not being any particular phonetic based, written language eg. English or French makes 
them more culturally transportable.

5. There already exists a vast library (the traditional Chinese, Japanese & Korean usage) 
of these characters, with distinct meanings that can be drawn on metaphorically.

As of AKNS 2.1 there is a core of 25 characters already associated with different 
ideas. (As well as a further 24 being reserved for future development).  As the system is 
used over a period of time it is envisaged this number will expand to incorporate new 
movements or meanings created by individuals as, they gain general acceptance in the user 
community. [See "Readily Extendable Codification & User Encapsulation." in chapter 1.]

Of the core 25 characters six (6) are the Chinese, Japanese numerals employed for 

the spatial orientation of 3D objects.  

[see section on Spatial Orientation of the 3D Cubic IP above].

Also used in this context are 'inside' , 'outside' , ‘whole’ . & ground 
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Two (2) relate to the use of  “3D Active Space”  [see like named section above]

Four (4) relate to changing motives or views  [see following]

Seven (7) relate to the use of multiple elements 
 

[see Multi elements] 

The remaining (3) three relate to general 3D movement  

[see following discussion Bench Mark Characters]

USER DEFINED.
Additionally to those listed above it is envisaged that the user will extended this 

through agreed common usage. Somewhat like phrases used to repeat complex movements, 
described by the choice of say a Chinese or Japanese (animal in most cases) character evoking
a given feeling, and defined before the beginning of the piece.  Any valid unique Compliant 
Permissible Characters could theoretically be chosen [ for full list of requirements see "AKNS
Compliant Permissible Characters" above].  However particularly among user unfamiliar with 
the Oriental scripts it would be best to restrict choice by the following sensible guidelines.

· Strive for graphic uniqueness within the whole AKNS so as to guard against ambiguity.

· Characters with the least number of strokes are to be preferred.  It is best if the character
has eight or less strokes.

· Where in common usage there exist more than one version of a character, like 
Traditional script versus Moa script, simplified Japanese form or other common 
abbreviation. Define the character with the Traditional form, also noting any variation or
abbreviations.  DO NOT use variations to carry different meanings!!

Basic Character Movement.

The characters are used with a pointer  similar to the slide but where the movement 
continues to follow through! Or a dot/stop ‘ ’ meaning to stop still at the end of the 
movement. A bar ‘|’ reverse the action from in-front of the view-point normally ie. the 
reverse being from behind the view head [see examples are figure 12. over].

NOTE:    doesn’t mean the same thing as  z100 . Because the origin of

the curve is different.

Depending on which edge is accented with a pointer or a dot indicates whether the 
leading edge is vertical,

Figure 13    or       or  // [▷α180° β30°]
Or horizontal as Figure 14

   
  or   or  // [▷α90°]

  Angles indicate the rotation of the plane in which the action is happening as seen 
from the viewer point of view. See Figure 15.
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Figure 15. 

NOTE:   = 30 Means the plane of action is rotated 30o.

  = 30
Means the IP is tilted 30o, and the plane of 
action retains it normal; orientation.

  Barrels indicates that the IP moves in sympathy bending and curving as it follows 
through the path of the action.

  Parallels indicates that the IP remains parallel to the center line of the action at all 
times while following through the path of the action.

Feathers 
This character is used to indicate that what ever action, or other character it is used with, is 
SLOWED, EXPRESSIVELY PAUSED or FALTED in what would be it normal place and 
movement.

Benchmark Characters.

The insight that these three traditional Chinese animal characters could signify complex 
movement, was along with the evolution of the Ideographic Plain's (IP2D) shapes and 
functionality, where the two central foundations that launched me on the quest for what 
ultimately became the Absolute Kinegraphic Notation System. Thus this Chinese horse, 
bird, and fish have sat the centre of the AKNS for well over a quarter of century.  But that 
is not to say they are the only nor best solution to notating the movement they currently 
signify.  With the expanding treasure of glyphs marshalled by the Unicode project,  there 
are now three simpler more graphical alternative Gujarati characters. That in AKNS terms 
should  be understood for the moment as apocryphal [see "Apocrypha" near document's 
end].  But are mentioned here for the reader's edification.

Horse   א 
{U-0AA1}

(Mao script ) For this character the vertical axis in figure 9. is plane half 

way between the ‘x’ axis and the ‘y’ axis tilted across the screen bottom left to top right, 
with the IP (Ideographic Plane) normally moving on its base edge, left edge (from viewers 
view point) leading perpendicular to the plane in figure 9.

 Figure 9. (not to scale)
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Z=100*d      75*d          50*d           25*d             Z=0
nominal distance were ‘d’ is linear factor if ratios are not used.

The character movement can be qualified by , ‘ ’ angles, ‘ ’ rolls, ‘ ’ 

parallel movement, ‘ ’ slides, ‘ ’ stop & bar ‘|’, in the manner similar to that already 
discussed details at the end of this section.

Bird  
א

{U-0AA2} 

( Mao script) For this character the vertical axis in figure 10 is a plane 

halfway between the ‘x’ axis and the ‘y’ axis, tilted across the screen bottom right to top 
left, with the IP (Ideographic Plane) normally moving with it’s face down, and it’s top edge
leading perpendicular to the plane in figure 10.

Figure 10. (not to scale)

Z=100*d                        Z=50*d                                Z=0
nominal distance were ‘d’ is a linear factor if ratios are not used.

The character movement can be qualified by , ‘ ’ angles, ‘ ’ rolls, ‘ ’ 

parallel movement, ‘ ’ slides, ‘ ’ stop & bar ‘|’, in the manner similar to that already 
discussed details at the end of this section.

Fish
 א

{U-0A9F}

This character is simply an edge-on weaving zoom of the IP toward the viewer. The
weave is a sine wave as in figure 11 across the plane of travel which is understood to be 
perpendicular TO THE LEADING edge of the IP, and in the direction indicated by the 
arrow, bar or stop. (See Figure 11)

.Apocryphal Alternative see begin of this section א
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 Figure 11. 
(Not to scale)

Plan view
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Figure 12.
EXAMPLES PLAN VIEWS
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Modification Characters 

 Run    Light     Fire  (# )  Modification Characters are different to
bench mark characters in two major ways.

· Modification Characters describe actual or apparent changes in the motives’ &/or 
ground’s shape and appearance. Where as bench mark characters only describe 
change in motives position.

· As benchmark characters relate to movement they take images of animals and 
parts of animal for their characters. Modification characters being either verbs or 
non-animal nouns.

Light 

This character is used for describing the movement of a light source rather than a 
Motive, which the IP (Ideographic Plane) normally signifies. Changing the apparent 
appearance of Motive &/or ground by changing the lighting of same. Most normal 
movements of the IP would be applicable.

Run, Walk 

 This character is used to indicate the use of keycells and inbetweening. 

Where Keycells are used they would each be understood as a different Motive, be 
they element in a Motive array. The inbetweening is not understood as a straight halfway 
breaking down because sequence like a walk, require the bending of joints etc. during the 
process with different parts moving at different speeds.

The acceleration and deceleration between frames is expressed either as formulas or
by use of musical notations for increase and decrease, pause and beat.

Where a flaring is particularly complicated the OfC of the RhF can be expanded for
notating the cell by cell velocity relationships.

Fire 

The Chinese character for fire  is used in two complimentary ways, first in the 
TrT to note a straight transformation between two Motives, in this, it could do simple 
movements as well.

Secondly in the PaM of the RhF area of the score, it is used in much the same way 
as a phrase notation is used to define a phrase, here the difference being that the ‘fire’ has 
two or more different IaM’s which transforms between during the phrase, the direction of 

the flow of the transforms is indicated by arrows and footnotes or other signs like # & .  

These steps are associated with a movement (usually flip, or roll etc.), each time the 
transformation is made. There after only the footnote or signs are required in one or both of
the IaM & TrT.
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Multi-Element Characters

Flags .   Tree.   Root.   Divide, Separate.    Rain. Sheep Toys 

Trinkets:  used for describing movements of many or complex elements en masse.

Flags 

Flags  are IPs or Ribbons that flap with one or two rigid edges.

 When associated [see  ‘Transcription Conventions for Identifiers’ above] with a 

Ribbon ideograph the leading edge (an imaginary vertical at the pointy corner end ) is rigid,
the rest of the short stubby flag being free to flap in response to movement of the ideograph
or other force acting on it.

  When associated with the default IP both leading and top edges are rigid like 

some medieval military standards, leaving only the non-rigid bottom corner free to flap as 
the result of movement or forces.

The customary define convention can embedded any IP, Phrase or community as a flag;-

{n1 }   or ….. { }  where n is any valid 

numbering or naming.

Trees  &   Roots .

Tree are somewhat similar to Flags in that they are both about movement restricted by 
some fixture. Tree are fixed by their lower Roots, but additionally to flapping like flags 
conceptually they may also distort akin to a tree bending over in the wind Trees are defined
from an Area-Entity or any type of community. An isolated graphic is not suitable as root 
attachment point cannot be easily cited.  So as the tree is defined the Root must also be 

located within the same source subject.  For example   n1 {n2Æ{5,3}
[3,3]} for a new tree called n1 we make use of an Æ called n2 within this n2Æ  the 

root will be at 3,3.  If the n2Æ has previously been declared the expression can be 

abbreviated to n1 {n2Æ [3,3]}.  Then if we now have something like n1

50% 4 this can be easily understood as a tree n1 moves 50%  in the 

direction of the IP slide arrow then flick back four times.  How any distortion is realized 
will be up to whatever tools the user has at their disposal.

 Fields are the last splinter from the previous AKNS messy Ribbon/Field construct.  Unicode 5E18 was 
chosen to signify ‘flag’ instead of other contenders (listed as NEVER USE in Appendix 1; 5E51, 5E5F,  
65CC, 6A19, 7D8F ) because 5E18 had less strokes as well as being less graphically ambiguous in relation to 
symbols already used within the AKNS.
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Divide, Separate 

[In original version used a different ambiguous  & Cut, Engrave, Carve, Print.] 

When the screen is split into individual sections per diagram.

describe the movement thus    

/3 read as (  3rds vertically ) or 

  Æ(1~2, )(3~5, )(6~7, )

/3 would suffice for a single line score. For the second case information has to 

appear in TrT & IaM (or AmN) zones of the score. Second examples the score would have 

‘ ’  in the ‘TrT’ zones and  ‘ 3rds V.’ or  

                             ‘ Æ(1~2, )(3~5, )(6~7, )’ in the IaM (or AmN) zones.

Note: “V” in this context is for ‘Vertical’ or “H” for ‘Horizontal’.

Rain   

Small multiple copies of the same image running across the screen as the resultant of 
vectors of their original motion.

Sheep 

A herd of fellow objects following a leader (similar to the herds in the ‘The Lion King’ 
animation Disney studios 

Models  

 is the Chinese character for toy or play, it is used to flag the use of complex models 

that have been defined before the event. An example would be ‘a gas particle model’ or ‘a 
mechanical model or simulation of some machine which performs in a predetermined 
fashion.’

Extensions to the AKNS

Unfettered suggestions are welcomed for extensions to, or modifications of, the AKNS. 
Changes being made at the soul discretion of the AKNS’s original intellectual property 
owner William Shawn Gray.  Any such modification once made to the AKNS become an 
indivisible component of the Absolute Kinegraphic Notation System. Accepted 
modifications thus will also in part or whole be subject to the “Licence Agreement For Use 
Of Absolute Kinegraphic Notation System”. As a matter of common courtesy, designers 
will be acknowledged for any included contributions.
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Apocrypha 

Warning: This Apocrypha (non-canonical) section contains 
material best described as;-  undefined, problematic, uncertain, 
indefinite. The confluence of competing ingredients under 
consideration towards evolving AKNS formalism. Some yet to be 
include, changed or scraped altogether. This Apocrypha has been 
included here to provide user with possible strategies that may or 
may-not be of some insightful help to them!

Scaffolding Options for Scoring.

The following five are some of the different scaffolding that have been used in conjunction 
with the AKNS.  None are ideal for every occasion but one or some mixture of the 
scaffolds should satisfy the composer individual requirements. They have been organised 
in a quasi historical order with commentary of each one’s advantages and short-comings. 

1. Absolute Video Sheets

2. Graph-Paper Free-form.

3. Hexed CMN

4. Scaled CMN

5. Annotated Images.

Absolute Video Sheets

While providing a methodical verifiable quality scaffold for Absolute Video development.  
That is to say that every aspect that should be considered, but not necessarily dealt with 
was explicitly in clear view on the sheet. It quickly became evident that the arrangement of 
separate tightly formatted sheets for each  motive per ten second time-slice was overtly 
cumbersome. Neither providing enough space for notating complex activities while also 
necessitating piles of near blank pages for slower or more relaxed passages. 

The formulation of the sheets (along with earlier versions of the AKNS) were inadvertently
hobbled by being too indebted to the small-screen aesthetics and production strategies of 
video.  Typified by such dainties that the screen would always be of a 4x3 aspect ratio.   

Thus while the Absolute Video Sheets were part of the original studio notes because of the 
above shortcomings they were (obviously from the feedback somewhat too hastily on my 
part) dropped from the earlier online publication of the AKNS.

Original Appendix 0 - Historical Notes     

…continued over……
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Graph-Paper Free-form.

After abandoning my odd rehem of pre-printed ‘Absolute Video Sheets’ typical graph 
paper ruled in squares by subdivisions of ten was tried next.  But this quickly proved to be 
one step forward, one step backwards.

PROS:  Dispensing with the fixed ten second time-slot per sheet, a less  rigid structure 
overcame the too little space for complex things and the equally pesky too many sheets for 
quieter works bugbear of the ‘Absolute Video Sheets’.

CONS:

· Old habits die hard. So when presented with graph-paper the instinct to accurately 
plot activities tend to suffocate ones creative flow. 

· The graph-paper still required some laborious preparation into staves, rows, column 
etc else the organization of the score voice or components was quickly lost within the
graph-paper’s girding.

· The graph-paper like the ‘Absolute Video Sheets’ provided no straight-forward 
technique for lining it up with a Common Music Notation (CMN) score.

Hexed CMN

To facilitate easier linking with Common Music Notation (CMN) scores, various gos were 
made to include AKNS notation just like another type of instruments.  Appending extra  
staves to the score for each new motive, unsatisfactorily attempting to force all the AKNS 
variables into the five space of a standard stave thus;-  

· The motive name could be written with the Hex.

· Amalgamation Mode Signature [see earlier section] with or without a time-signature 
could be added where the time-signature is traditionally located.

· As the musical notes position indicate what part of the hierarchy is being described 
they will not sum in the normal sense within a bar, but only sum normally per level 
of the hierarchy.

It soon became apparent that a more compact and efficient solution to the scaffolding 
problem could be obtain by dealing in the score with only those aspects that were changing 
in the slice of time covered on any given page.  Like was intended (but never formalised) 
with the ‘Absolute Video Sheet’, at the being of any score would be a sort of ‘Declaration 
Header’ comprising a list and description or reference to artefacts to be called in the score. .
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Scaled CMN
Following the ‘Hexed CMN’ lesson that by concentrating on only the changes of interest  variation
of a driver’s attributes would percolate many other changes through a scene. For example changing
only the colour or direction of the light in a complex three dimensional scene will stimulate the 
many surface by manifold different degrees.    

Instead of the traditional CMN clef-symbols mixes of ;- % or any other 

appropriate characters could be used to indicate what was being changed.  The main difficulty 
being how the scaling is assigned to a stave, some of the numerous possible options being;-

Degrees
100°

__________ 360° __________
90°

__________ __________
90°

315° 80° 90° 79°

__________ 270° __________
70°

__________
75°

__________
67.5°

225° 60° 60° 56°

__________ 180° __________
50°

__________
45°

__________
45°

135° 40° 30° 34°

__________ 90° __________
30°

__________
15°

__________
22.5°

45° 20° 0° 11°

__________ 0° __________
10°

__________ __________
0°

0° °

  Degrees Percentages Radians
100%

__________
45°

__________
90%

__________
6.283 r

__________
2 r

40° 80% 5.498 r 1.75 r

__________
35°

__________
70%

__________
4.712 r

__________
1.50 r

30° 60% 3.928 r 1.25 r

__________
25°

__________
50%

__________
3.142 r

__________
1 r

20° 40% 2.357 r 0.75 r

__________
15°

__________
30%

__________
1.571 r

__________
0.50 r

10° 20% 0.785 r 0.25 r

__________
5°

__________
10%

__________
0.000 r

__________
0 r

0%
Once you have decided how the scaling is to implemented on a given stave,  the next decision is 
how you wish to notate changes and sub-divisions.  Traditional CMN notes can be used to express 
duration of the actions, or vectors rising and falling synchronised to the audio CMN component.  

CMN sharps & flats can be used to give half or third steps granulation to the scale. Half steps 
being a sharp up is the same as the note above flattened down. Third steps from a sharp only 
moving up by one third of the gap to the next whole value, a flat likewise only descending a third 
of the gap. Following this same logic by using by using Arabian quarter and three quarter sharps 
and flats ( eg. Arel-Ezgi system ) steps in quarters, sevenths, ninths or many other increments can 
be signed. Alternatively CMN sharps could be used to signify up or clockwise movement, thence 
flats signify the opposite.  The numerous possibilities are only restricted by the user’s aims and 
imagination. 
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Annotated Images.
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Current Personal Practice.

Whatever is most applicable to the problem at hand.  I now tend to use whichever 
scaffolding or combination is most suited or easiest for the task on that occasion.

The AKNS is a toolbox of strategies and signifiers for notating multi-dimensional 
considerations, and as such there is often more than one approach to notating the same 
thing, the final choice being personal taste.
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Appendix 1:  Standardized Usage of Letters / Characters & Words. 
Consistent with the first guideline of the 'Design Strategy behind the AKNS' [see Chapter 1
above] "Eschewal of Ambiguity'' so as to minimise ambiguity within the AKNS (Absolute 
Kinegraphic Notation System) Letters, Characters, Ideographs are typical only used in a 
single context and graphically ambiguous letter are NEVER USED.  In cases of doubt the 
order of precedence is taken from the Unicode byte code so that lowest Byte-code values 
have highest precedence.

Reserved Words
Are all those words (being subjects or objects in English grammar ) found at the front of 
the AKNS documentation within any  'Table of contents',  'indexes' or 'topic lists'.

Additionally all terms found in the body of the "Vizsic Semantic Periodic Table".   See 
table along with full explanation at http://www.auzgnosis.com/pgs/perodic3.htm on the 
web. 
Any non-British spellings of the Reserved Words is also considered to be a Reserved 
Word.
Any translation of the English expression of the Reserved Word into a non-English 
vocabulary is also considered to be a Reserved Word.
Any transliteration of the Reserved Words into another language or script are also to be 
considered to be Reserved Words.

Excluded

As explained earlier [See "4. Readily Extendable Codification & User Encapsulation" 
section above] AKNS Compliant Permissible Characters are any characters, symbols, 
ideographs etcetera that satisfy all of the restriction listed there including;-

● Are not Control Characters, defined in the Unicode Standard as "Control Codes".

● Are not flagged "Exclude" or "Never Use" within the AKNS [See Appendix 1:]

Within the Unicode documentation there are also groupings of characters additional to 
"Control Codes" that are referenced as 'Specials' that should also be excluded.

EXCLUDED Specials

Excluded Tables Unicodes in range (inclusive)

General Punctuation 2000–200F,  2011, 2028-202F, 206A-206F

Specials FFF0–FFFF

Tags E0000–E007F

Variation Selectors FE00–FE0F

Variation Selector Supplement E0100–E01EF
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Letters, Characters, Ideographs to be Never Used.
Caveat & Warning

The 'Never Use' listing are neither exhaustive nor complete, but rather only those that have 
been noticed so far.  None of those listed are to be used (for user assignment in rolls 
restricted to "AKNS Compliant Permissible Characters") [See "4. Readily Extendable 
Codification & User Encapsulation" section above], as well as serving as indicative guide 
by example of what sort of thing should not be used if discovered. 

NEVER USE as Letters Too Easily Confused;-
Letters Unicode Confused with;-

"b"  & similar; "б Б". 0062 & 0180, 0184, 0185, 0411, 0431, 042C, 044C, Numeral for six.
"I i"  "L l" & similar; 
"Ì í ....".

0049, 0069 ,004C, 006C  & 00CC, 00CD, 
00CE, 00CF, 00EC, 00ED, 00EE, 00EF,  0196, 
019A,  0167, 01CF, 0208,  0209, 020A,  020B,  
021B, 0399, 03AA, 03AF, 03CA 038A, 0389, 0406, 
0407, 0456, 0457, 04C0, 4E28, 4E85,

Numerals for one.

"O o" & similar; "Ő  
Ό".

004F, 006F & 00D2, 00D3, 00D4, 00D5, 00D6, 
00F2, 00F3, 00F4, 00F5, 00F6, 01A0, 01A1, 01EA, 
01EB, 01EC, 01ED, 020C, 020D 020E, 020F, 022A, 
022B, 022C, 022D 022E, 022F,  039F, 03BF, 038C, 
03CC,041E, 043E, 04E6, 04E7,

Numeral zero.

 

NEVER USE Blocks Unicodes in range (inclusive)

Dingbats 2700 – 27BF

Miscellaneous Symbols 2600 – 263C    &   2654 - 2671

CJK  (Chinese, Japanese, Korean ideographs) 
NEVER USE as Potentially Ambiguous Characters. 

Exclude all characters with more than sixteen lines / strokes. 16 strokes is more than 
most complex radical 226 the Dragon with only 14strokes.
CJK Unified Ideograph Too complicated or too easily confused with other script.

520A Cut, Engrave, 
Carve, Print

76EE The Eyes, 
Director (p311)

4E14 More than that, 
in addition to.. (p4)

5E5F a long narrow
Flag, Banner (p122)

5E51 a Flag, a 
Symbol (p136)

65CC a Banner (p194)

6A19 a Mark, Sign,
Standard, Flag (p223)

7D8F a Banner, a 
Flag (p355)

87E0  Coil (p413)

4EBA Man , 
Person

5165 Enter, Go 516B Eight

NEVER USE Number Forms             Unicodes in range(s) (inclusive)

Small / Lowercase,  Roman Numerals   2170 -  217F 
Arabic-Indic & Eastern digits                 0660 -  0669       &     06F0 - 06F9
Bengali digits                                             09E6 -  09EF
Gurmukhi digits                                        0A66 - 0A6F
Gujarati digits & sign "Avagraha"         0AE6 - 0AEF  & 0ABD  
Oriya digits                                                 0B66 -  0B6F
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NEVER USE as Potentially Ambiguous Letters . 
Unicode Description Reason

 extra Greek & Coptic to NEVER USE: 
Θ 0398 GREEK Capital THETA as non-beneficial to clarity.

Δ 0394 GREEK Capital DELTA too easily confused with slide arrows

Π 03A0 GREEK Capital PI Never Use.

03EB COPTIC Small GANGIA Never Use.

ε 03B5 Small EPSILON

Λ 039B Capital LAMDA

λ 03BB Small LAMDA

these GREEK & COPTIC 
Characters too easily confused with 
other ones.

 extra Cyrillic to NEVER USE:  too easily confused with LATIN &/or CJK

041B  043B 
CYRILLIC  EL

041F  043F    
CYRILLIC   PE

0426  0446  
CYRILLIC   TSE

0428  0448    
CYRILLIC   SHA

0429  0449    
CYRILLIC   SHCHA

0411 0431 
CYRILLIC BE

0427  0447    CYRILLIC CHE

Defined & Reserved Characters Standardized Usage.

Number Forms

Basic 
Latin

Unicode Roman 
Numerals

Unicode CJK Unicode Devanagari 
Numerals

Unicode

Common 
Numerals

Meanders & 
Quadrants

3D Cubic Spatial
Orientation.

Multi-faced Forms

0 0030 Not Positional Notation Numerals ० 0966

1 0031 I 2160 4E00 १ 0967

2 0032 II 2161 4E9C २ 0968

3 0033 III 2162 4E09 ३ 0969

4 0034 IV 2163 56DB ४ 096A

5 0035  Not Used 4E94 ५ 096B

6 0036 V to 2164 to 516D or 
F9D1 

६ 096C

7 0037 XII 216B Reserved ७ 096D

8 0038 M 216F  for 
Meanders

Never Use ८ 096E

9 0039 Reserved ९ 096F
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Reserved Blocks Unicodes in range (inclusive)

Musical Symbols 1D100–1D1FF

Tai Xuan Jing Symbols 1D300–1D35F

Yijing Hexagram Symbols 4DC0–4DFF

Braille Patterns 2800-28FF

Miscellaneous Technical 2300–23FF

Mathematical Operators 2200–22FF

Supplemental Mathematical Operators 2A00-2AFF

Miscellaneous Mathematical Symbols-A 27C0–27EF

Miscellaneous Mathematical Symbols-B 2980–29FF

Mathematical Alphanumeric Symbols 1D44E - 1D66F & 1D6A8-1D7FF

Latin
Unicode Usage Type of  Script 

a 0061 Acceleration LATIN Small letter
A 0041 Alternate Axis LATIN Capital   ( GREEK Capital ALPHA 0391)
B 0042 Blue LATIN Capital   ( GREEK Capital BETA 0392)
b Never Use

C Reserved 0043     LATIN Capital letter
c Reserved 0063     LATIN Small letter
D 0044 Diagonal Distance between two or LATIN Capital letter
d 0064 more Cartesian points. LATIN Small letter
E 0045 Elevation LATIN Capital letter
e 0065 LATIN Small letter
F 0046 Frames LATIN Capital letter
f 0066 Function LATIN Small letter

(was also formerly used for Frequency of movement, now superseded by Coptic 
Capital Gangia Unicode 03EA) 

G 0047 Green LATIN Capital letter
g 0067 LATIN Small letter
H 0048 Horizontal LATIN Capital letter
h 0068 LATIN Small letter
I i Never Use

J 004A Image Number LATIN Capital letter
j 006A LATIN Small letter
K 004B Known constant LATIN Capital letter
k 006B LATIN Small letter
L l Never Use

M 004D Meanders LATIN Capital & (Roman Numeral:   Unicode 216F )
m 006D Minutes of Time LATIN Small letter
N 004E LATIN Capital letter
n 006E any number. LATIN Small letter
O o Never Use

pto:  continued over ...............
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Latin
P 0050 Phrase eg. Pn LATIN Capital letter
p 0070 LATIN Small letter
Q 0051  Quadrant LATIN Capital letter    
q Reserved 0071    LATIN Small letter
R 0052 Red & Range instead of depth. LATIN Capital letter
r 0072 Radians LATIN Small letter
S 0053 Seconds of time. LATIN Capital letter
s 0073 LATIN Small letter
T 0054 Time LATIN Capital letter
t 0074 LATIN Small letter
u 0075 Measurements & vectors LATIN Small letter
v 0076 LATIN Small letter
U 0055 spare ~ un-used LATIN Capital letter
V 0056 Velocity & Vertical LATIN Capital letter
W 0057 Wavelength LATIN Capital letter
w 0077 LATIN Small letter
X 0058 Cartesian coordinates LATIN Capital letter
x 0078 LATIN Small letter
Y 0059 LATIN Capital letter
y 0079 LATIN Small letter
Z 005A LATIN Capital letter
z 007A LATIN Small letter

ð 00F0 Deletes & Omits LATIN Small letter  ETH

Æ 00C6 Area Entity LATIN Supplement-1 Capital letter  AE
 (04D4  CYRILLIC Capital LIGATURE A IE)

1D400-1D44D
1D670-1D6A3

Filling the same roles 
per list above.

Mathematical Alphanumeric Symbols

Function , Usage Description GREEK Mathematical 
Alphanumeric Symbols

Anti-Clockwise Angles 
absolute from y=0 plane  (roll)

Small Letter 
ALPHA

03B1 1D6C2, 1D6FC, 1D736

Anti-Clockwise Angles 
absolute from z=0 plane  (pitch)

Small Letter 
BETA

03B2 1D6C3, 1D6FD, 1D737

Anti-Clockwise Angles 
absolute from x=0 plane  (yaw)

Small Letter 
GAMMA

03B3 1D6C4, 1D6FE, 1D738

Other Change in /of Angles Small Letter 
DELTA

03B4 1D6C5, 1D6FF, 1D739

math constant 3.1415...
also used rotation in radians of.

Small letter 
PI 

03C0 1D6D1, 1D70B, 1D745

Other relative angle  Angles  Small Letter 
THETA

03B8 1D6C9, 1D703, 1D73D
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Coptic Characters 
03EA Periodicity  (supersedes f  for Frequency 

in previous AKNS versions) 
COPTIC Capital GANGIA

RESERVED: GREEK & COPTIC Characters
03A3 GREEK 
Capital SIGMAS
(Small 03C3 Not Used.)

03A8 GREEK 
Capital PSI
(Small 03C8 Not Used.)

03A9 GREEK Capital 
OMEGAS
(Small 03C9 Not Used.)

PUNCTUATION &MATHEMATICAL OPERATORS 

( 0028 Maths groupings BASIC LATIN Left / Opening PARENTHESIS

) 0029 BASIC LATIN Right / Closing PARENTHESIS

= 003D Equals BASIC LATIN  Equals Sign.

[ 005B Parameters BASIC LATIN Left / Opening SQUARE BRACKET

] 005D BASIC LATIN Right / Closing SQUARE BRACKET

{ 007A Defines BASIC LATIN Left / Opening CURLY BRACKET

} 007B BASIC LATIN Right / Closing CURLY BRACKET

 21D0 Implied by

 21D2 Implies

 21D4 Implies and is Implied by

∑ 2211 Summationssa

/ 2215 MATHS OPERATORS     Slash Operators 002F BASIC LATIN    Slash

* 2217 MATHS OPERATORS     Asterisk Operator 002A BASIC LATIN    Asterisk

2234 MATHS OPERATORS    Therefore

2235 MATHS OPERATORS    Because

2248 Approximately Equals to, similiar to,

2259 Estimate Corresponds to

 2261 MATHS OPERATORS    Identical with / to

& 0026 BASIC LATIN    Ampersand

+ 002B BASIC LATIN    Plus Sign

~ 223C MATHS OPERATORS     Tilde Operator 007E BASIC LATIN    Tilde

 221E MATHEMATICAL OPERATORS INFINITY Operator

CYRILLIC                          
0418 Negative CYRILLIC Capital letter   I

0438 CYRILLIC Small letter I
0416 Surface ~ Face CYRILLIC Capital letter   ZHE

0436 CYRILLIC Small letter     ZHE
042F Repeat of a phrase in REVERSE. CYRILLIC Capital letter   YA

044F CYRILLIC Small letter     YA
pto:  continued over ...............
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CYRILLIC                          
0402 Theatre CYRILLIC Capital letter   DJE

0452 Theatre CYRILLIC Small letter     DJE

040B Reserved CYRILLIC Capital letter   TSHE

045B CYRILLIC Small letter     TSHE

0413  Reserved CYRILLIC Capital letter   GHE

042E  Reserved CYRILLIC Capital letter   YU

CJK:   3D Space Qualifiers

5168 Whole, Complete, Perfect. 5185   Inside, Inner, Within  

571F  Earth, Ground, Land (p77) 5916  Outside.

Benchmark 
CJK Unified

Ideograph
CJK Radical 
Supplement

 Apocryphal
Alternative

Gujarati

99AC Horse Mao = 2EE2 0AA1 Letter DDA

9B5A Fish    Mao = 2EE5 0AA2 Letter DDHA

9CE5 Bird    
Mao = 2EE6

0A9F Letter TTA

Modes CJK Unified Ideograph
5C71 Mountain

5FC3 Heart, Mind, Sense, Feeling

7FBD Feather           (FA1E  = CJK Compatibility Ideographs  )

Modifications
5149 Light CJK Unified Ideograph

8D70 Walk, Dash, Run, Gallop (459) CJK Unified Ideograph

706B Fire, Flame CJK Unified Ideograph

Multi-Element    (CJK Unified Ideograph)
5E18 the FLAG sign of a tavern 7247 Slice, Divide   (p280)

6728    Tree 672C   Root

96E8  Rain 73A9 Toy  (p287) 7F8A  Sheep (p364)
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RESERVED:  CJK Unified Ideograph 

70BA Wèi Do, 
Perform, Act (p278)

7121 Wú  None, 
No (p270)

7CF8 a Connection, 
Lineage p(348)

5E1D God, 
Emperor (p120)

7687  Sovereign, 
Ruler  (p307)

5B87 House ~ Canopy
of Heaven (p100)

77F3 Stone,  Rock 
(p319)

9B3C Daemon, Ghost (p542)

[also same is 2EE4 CJK Radical Supplement]
76AE a Wrapper 
(p308)

7A7A Empty, 
Sky, Heaven Air

820D Cottage, Hut 
(p387)

9091 City, Town, 
District  (p486)

5C46 Time (p113) 9762 The Face, the 
Front, the Surface, a 
Plane, a Side  (p523)

62EC Inclose, 
Contain  (p165)

6B62 Behaviour 
(p229)

5446 Fool (p64) 4E95 a Well, 
Mine shaft, Pit 

679C Fruit, Result, 
Consequences (p212)

9996   a Leader 
(p534)

56DE Return, 
Turn around; a 
Time 

675F a Sheaf, Bundle, 
Cluster (p210)

GEOMETRIC SHAPES

▲ 25B2 Black Up-Pointing Triangle △ 25B3 White Up-Pointing Triangle

▶ 25B6 Black Right-Pointing Triangle ▷ 25B7 White Right-Pointing Triangle

▼ 25BC Black Down-Pointing Triangle ▽ 25BD White Down-Pointing Triangle

◀ 25C0 Black Left-Pointing Triangle ◁ 25C1 White Left-Pointing Triangle

◢ 25E2 Black Lower Right Triangle ◸ 25F8 Upper Left Triangle

◣ 25E3 Black Lower Left Triangle ◹ 25F9 Upper Right Triangle

◤ 25E4 Black Upper Left Triangle ◺ 25FA Lower Left Triangle

◥ 25E5 Black Upper Right Triangle ◿ 25FF Lower Right Triangle
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Appendix 2:  Basic Reflects. 
An-Overs

An-Turns  ( was previously A-Turn  )
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Appendix 3: Addenda & Amendments from original to version 1.1. 
AKNS version 1.1 is identical to the original studio notes except for the following four 
changes;-

1# Alteration of some Terms and associated Mnemonics.

Field = FeD changed from former FlD 
Actor = AtR changed from former FiG = Figure 
Theatre = ThR changed from former GrD = Ground

2# Numbering Order of 3D Faces re-jigged to match common dice.

The faces are  NOW numbered as follows that found on common dice;-

 (one) The front. [unchanged] ,  (two) The top.  [unchanged]

 (three) The starboard (ie. The left viewed from the front.)    [was the back ]

  (four) The port (ie. The right viewed from the front.)  [was the base]

 (five) The base.[was the port]

 (six) The back.[was the starboard]

3# 3D Performance Conventions

Marquee = 3D hollow volume conceived as the interior view of a cubic form with the front 
face ( one) removed.  Faces number within so that the interior number is identical to the
designation of the outside surface.  (see below for details).

4# Minor Typographical & Layout Changes.

Correction of various spelling & typographical errors in the original 1998 web version.  
Along with the rewrite and or addition of these listed section;-

Revised  Synopsis
History of AKNS
Introduction:  for Version 1.1 Mandatory Reading
Apologies
Assumed Knowledge of Graphics
Assumed Knowledge of Music
Explanations for some of AKNS Strangeness
AKNS’s Syntactical Formality.
Schematic & Scripting Conventions of the AKNS 
Addenda & Amendments from original to version 1.1
Introducing the AKNS

 (Divide, Separate) replaces redundant & ambiguous  (Cut, Engrave, Carve, Print)

Deletes & Omits ð (&eth;  0X00F0)  supersedes (old fashion Celtic lower-case ‘D’) 
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Appendix 4: Expunged / Superseded Nomenclature

These usages were expunged as they were found to be;-

1. too restrictive and cumbersome as the 3D actors were investigated.
2. ambiguous with mathematical conventions that further investigations required to be 

incorporated into AKNS.

 Quadrants

[Particularly for use with 3D characters  see later notes]

But may be used with any phrase. The screen surface is broken up into 12 
quadrants, 3 rows of 4 columns, number left to right along rows, starting in the top left 
hand corner, by Roman numerals. So as not to be confused with the Arabic numerals used 
to give Cartesian Co-ordinates, or Chinese & Japanese numbers used to express faces on 
3D Motives.

I II III IV

V VI VII VIII

IX X XI XII

The letter ‘Q’ is also used to denote a quadrant, or grouping of quadrants to make 
larger quadrants. eg;- One quadrant of VII, VIII, XI & XII would be written Q VII, VIII, XI 
& XII or Q VII  

ie. Eg.  would be quadrants II, III, VI & VII.

Similarly C for columns down eg;- C I is I, V, XI and C III is III, VII, XII

L for lines (being Row, R is not used because it is used for the colour Red)

eg; L V is V, VI, VII, VIII

SHARPS & FLATS. # 

The quadrants can be moved half way across columns by the adding of a sharp #. 
eg. QI# would be a quadrant 1/2 in QI. & 1/2 in QII but for quadrants in the hard right edge
would be assumed to indicate an immediate wraparound

 Eg. QII is 1/2 in QIV & 1/2 IN QI, note the same line / row.

The quadrants can be moved down through the lines (rows) by the addition of a flat ‘  ’.

 Eg. QI  is 1/2 in QI & 1/2 in QV

Like with the sharps an immediate wrap around is assumed so that QIX# is 1/2 in QIX & 

1/2 in QI, note the same column.

Sharps take priority over flats so QVIII # means 1/4 in QVIII & 1/4 in QXII 1/4 in 

QV & 1/4 in QIX, not 1/2 in one & some other fractions in the others. The priority makes 

no real difference other than aiding thinking.

Note QIX   is actually QIX, QX, QI, QII.
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Appendix 5: Enhancements & Clarification of AKNS2.2~2.3 
Superseding Previous Versions. 

Following listing is of all section with significant alterations beyond grammatical and 
typographic corrections.

Ch:4   Complex Spaces, Ideographs to Communities

Overview of  Complex Ideographs Used.
Multi-Threaded & Polygraphic Communities
2D Motives in 3D Active Space

Spatial Orientation via the 3D Cubic IP
Conception of Space
Unexpected Discontinuity.
3D Performance Conventions.

Orientation of Faces in 3D
Cartesian and other Quadrants.,  Meanders.,   Zhe Specification of Face Orientation
Multiple Faces

Alternate Axis
Three IPs
Ideographic Plane (IP2D)
Ideographic Purl (IP3D)
Ideographic Pellucid (IPcrystalball)

Non-Cubic Objects

Ch:5    Orchestrating Complexity

Coil-Communities
Mandalas,   Spirals,  Flats

Ch:6        3D Active Space

Benchmark Characters

Extensions to the AKNS

Apocrypha 
Scaffolding Options for Scoring
Absolute Video Sheets,  Graph-Paper Free-form,  Hexed CMN,  Scaled CMN
Annotated Images.,  Current Personal Practice

Appendix 1:  Standardized Usage of Letters / Characters & Words.
Reserved Words,    Excluded,    Letters, Characters, Ideographs to be Never Used, Caveat & Warning
Defined & Reserved Characters Standardized Usage
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